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Abstract
At TU/e research has been ongoing to develop a smart-actuator based, discretely actuated linear peristaltic
pump. Smart-actuators might allow future miniaturisation of the technology for applications in micro
systems. A prototype pump has been developed consisting of a smart actuator and a pump membrane
which manipulates the fluid. In this pump concept fluid is transported by a peristaltic motion of the
pump membrane created by subsequently actuating the various segments of the smart actuator. This
project focusses on increasing pump performance through optimising the actuation pattern.

Starting point is a fluid structure interaction based 2D axisymmetric model in Comsol, developed during
an earlier phase of the smart actuator based peristaltic pump research. This model includes a structural
wall deformation model and coupled fluid flow model. Circumferential compression of the tube is found to
be an undesirable deformation case, giving rise to compressive strain and high material stress. Furthermore
this load case is not representative of the prototype pump. A 2D planar sheet based model is proposed
and implemented in Comsol. This approach relies on fully prescribing wall displacement to work around
the limited form stiffnes of an out of plane loaded sheet.

The Comsol FEM simulation uses a deforming mesh, the quality of the simulation results at high mesh
deformation is evaluated. It was found that results remain accurate when sufficiently small elements are
used. For larger elements the solution quality deteriorates especially when stretched perpendicular to
primary flow direction.

Given the computational expense of a FEM based fluid simulation it is not suited for iteration based
optimisation. For this purpose a 0D lumped parameter based fluid flow model is developed, modelling
flow resulting from wall displacement. The developed model is based on lumped volume changes separated
by lumped resistances, directional flowrates are assumed to depend only on the ratio of flow resistances.
Momentum effects are not included. Governing equations are implemented and solved in Matlab Simscape.
The model is validated through comparison with Comsol results and found to reproduce all characteristics
of the in and outflow curves. Momentum has a smoothing, sustaining, effect on the outflow characteristic
not captured by the simplified model. Nevertheless it is felt that the model is adequate to use for
optimisation purposes since the fundamental fluid moving mechanism is captured and momentum can
only improve the outflow.

In this work a double optimisation target is set for the outflow: consistency of outflow and magnitude
of outflow must be maximised. A double target is used to demonstrate the process for a more complex
optimisation case. Optimisation parameters are: start time and actuation duration for each of the
4 actuators, resulting in a multivariable optimisation. The fmincon, constraint based, optimisation
algorithm is used to perform the multivariable optimisation in Matlab. Functionality has been verified
through comparison with brute-force optimisation. The found optimum pattern differs from previous
actuation pattern, not all acutators should be actuated for the same duration and actuation delay between
subsequent actuators is non-constant. Pump performance can be improved by increasing the relative size
of the second actuator (having it displace a higher fraction of the total volume).
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1 Introduction

Many processes require transportation of fluids through a system. In absence of natural driving forces,
like gravity, some form of external driving force is required to propel the fluid. Typically mechanical
pumps are used for this purpose. Which type of pump is best used depends on the application.

For certain applications it is important that the fluid is kept separate from the mechanical pumping
components, for instance to avoid contamination or exposure to foreign materials. Another good reason
to avoid direct mechanical contact between fluid and pump is to avoid damage to the pumped medium. A
good example of this is pumping blood during open heart surgery as it is important that the blood cells
are not damaged [1], [2]. For these applications the peristaltic pump concept is well suited. A peristaltic
pump works by deforming the walls of the fluid carying tube in such a way that the fluid is propelled
forwards. The fluid is thus only in direct contact with the tube, the mechanical pumping elements only
contact the external tube wall. This transportation method is inspired by the peristalsis of some hollow
organs in the human body, where by means of progressive wavelike contractions and expansions of the
walls fluid is transported. Figure 1.1 illustrates the peristalsis in the human body [3].

Figure 1.1: Peristalsis of hollow organs in the human body, inspiration for the working principle of the
peristaltic pump. Locally a section of the tube wall contracts, in time this contracted area linearly moves

forwards. Medium trapped in front of this contraction is transported by this motion.

Different peristaltic pump designs are available, distinction can be made between rotary and linear types
[4]. The rotary type is based on a partial loop of tubing, at the center of which a rotary element with a
number of discrete contact points depresses the wall. Upon rotation the depression is propagated along
the wall in a continuous fashion, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. The same concept can be applied in a
linear pump design, major difference being the layout of the tube. Typically this requires a somewhat
more complex mechanical design. An alternative linear peristaltic pump concept relies on imitating the
peristaltic motion with wall depressions at discrete points. An arbitrary number of actuators is placed
along the length of the flexible tube at fixed positions. Each actuator can move up and down, locally
depressing the wall of the tube. With a suitable actuation pattern a peristaltic motion can be generated
along the length of the tube, see Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a continuous
rotary peristaltic pump [4].

Figure 1.3: Schematic of a discrete linear peristaltic pump [4].
A set of actuators located at the outside compresses a flexible

tube to transport fluid.

Context
A potential advantage of the discretely actuated linear peristaltic pump concept is that it might be
miniaturizable for applications in micro systems. Currently this is limited by the size of conventional
actuators. An ongoing research at TU/e by E.A.Sideris et. al [1] aims to investigating the use of smart
actuators as a potential means of miniaturizing a linear peristaltic pump.
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As part of this research a working prototype has been designed and constructed. This prototype is
based on the discretely actuated linear peristaltic pump concept, shown in Figure 1.4. At its heart
lies a flexible (silicone-rubber) membrane forming the top (moveable) half of the fluid enclosure. The
membrane is attached to the smart actuator, which consists of eight individually moveable segments.
Each segment is connected to the membrane with a strut, which transmits the motion from the actuator
to the membrane.

Figure 1.4: Schematic of the proposed linear peristaltic pump by E.Sideris. Left a side view of the pump
and right a top view of the pump is shown. Smart actuators (grey) are connected to a membrane (light

blue) which is fixated to a plate along its edges. Up and down movement of the actuator sections is
transmitted to the membrane. Motion of the membrane transports the fluid from in- to outlet.

To avoid confusion each individually movable actuator segment will from now on be termed an ”actuator”,
reflecting the individually moveable and controllable nature of such a segment. The developed prototype
does not adopt the typical flow through tube design shown in Figure 1.3. Rather it is designed more
like a stand alone pump unit with a distinct in- and outflow orifice on the bottom plate. Tests on
Proof-of-principle prototypes indicate that this is a feasible concept. However further design optimisation
is required to improve pumping efficiency and downscaling. Improvement can be sought in both the
mechanical design and operating strategy. On the mechanical side aspects to consider could be the
interface between membrane and actuators, membrane properties and the overall membrane attachment.
Regarding the operating strategy relative actuation timing, actuation duration and number of actuators
in the pump could be considered. In order to perform such optimisation work it is beneficial to have an
engineering model of the peristaltic pump, including the mechanical and hydraulic interaction between
actuator, membrane and fluid.

Objective and research questions
In contribution to the overall smart actuator based discrete linear peristaltic pump design, this project
focusses on the optimisation of the actuation strategy. The basis for this work is to develop a model
simulating the fluid flow resulting from wall deformation. Key is to develop a model able to solve the
fluid propagation problem with a minimal computation time, enabling it to be used in an optimisation
study to find an actuation pattern for an outflow as high and constant as possible. The following steps
are taken.

1. Investigate the exploratory research (performed in the ongoing study at TU/e) to simulate fluid
structure interaction based simulations in Comsol, to get better insights into the working mechanisms
of the linear peristaltic pump.

2. Adapt the modelling propositions from the exploratory research in order to simulate the prototype
pump design.

3. Develop a (simplified) fluid flow model suitable for actuation optimisation purposes.

4. Find, by means of optimisation algorithm, the optimal actuation pattern for desired conditions.
Optimisation target in this project is an outflow as high and constant as possible.

During this work the following research questions are guiding:

• Which methods have been presented by exploratory research (in the ongoing study at TU/e) to
simulate a linear peristaltic pump?

• Do the proposed methods adequately represent the prototype pump design? If not, how can the
proposed methods be altered and extended to adequately simulate the prototype pump?

• Is it possible to adequately simulate the fluid displacement resulting from the applied peristaltic
motion by a simple model (this project uses a lumped parameter model)? Can such a model be
used for iterative optimisation purposes?
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• How can the actuation pattern for the discretely actuated linear peristaltic pump be optimised?

• What is the optimal actuation pattern for the highest and most constant outflow?

Report structure
In Chapter 2 describe the two existing Finite-Element-Method (FEM) simulations in Comsol Multiphysics
which were investigated in research previously performed in the ongoing study at TU/e. The simulations
capture the fluid displacement resulting from peristaltic moving wall. Findings from the simulations are
presented and elaborated to use as basis for a simulation of the prototype peristaltic pump.

Based on the findings a simulation in Comsol Multiphysics of an planar sheet pump design is introduced
in Chapter 3. A verification of the simulation is performed to verify the simulation approach and the
quality of the solutions.

A lumped-parameter modelling approach is investigated to capture the flow behaviour of the peristaltic
pump. Chapter 4 elaborates on the developed lumped-mass model in Matlab Simscape.

Chapter 5 compares the fluid simulation in Comsol with the lumped-mass simulation in Simscape.
Based on the differences the use cases for the simulations become clear and some recommendations are
proposed.

The lumped-mass simulation is suitable for actuation optimisation purposes. In Chapter 6 the used
optimisation algorithm is explained and some resulting actuation patterns are presented.
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2 Exploratory calculations

In order to get better insights into the working principle of a peristaltic pump, a model is developed.
As starting point exploratory research during a bachelor final project at TU/e by L.Verberne [5] is
investigated. Section 2.1 introduces this exploratory works and Section 2.2 presents my alterations for
the development of a model of the proposed peristaltic pump.

2.1 Exploratory research

A solid foundation for simulating fluid flow induced by wall movement is presented in a technical paper
by Comsol Multiphysics[2]. It introduces the Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) interface available in
Comsol Multiphysics, this provides the link between a structural finite element analyses and a coupled
moving boundary CFD problem. In the paper a continuous linear peristaltic pump is used as example,
consisting of a tube described by a 2D-axis symmetric model. On the outer wall a load distribution is
prescribed which propagates along the tube wall. Figure 2.1 illustrates the propagating peristaltic motion
along the tube wall. The paper offers a step-by-step guide to illustrate how the FSI interface in Comsol
multiphysics can be used.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the propagating peristaltic motion along a tube presented in a technical paper
by Comsol Multiphysics. Snapshots of the velocity field and tube shape at different time steps.

Based on the knowledge presented in [2], L.Verberne developed a simulation which models a discretely
actuated linear peristaltic pump [5]. Again a 2D axis-symmetric tube simulation is used but instead of
applying the propagating wave along the wall length, specific sections of the wall (corresponding with the
actuator locations) are prescribed to move in and out. These sections are called active wall sections. The
wall sections not actuated move along with the movement of the active wall sections, these are named
passive wall sections. An illustration of the movement of the active and passive wall sections during the
simulation is shown in Figure 2.2. The simulation has four active wall sections (short green blocks).

Figure 2.2: An example of the developed simulation. The movement is illustrated by three figures at
different times during the simulation. 4 sections in the wall can move in and out in radial direction. The

remaining wall moves along with these prescribed movements [5].
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Instead of a load distribution on the outer wall as used in the model of [2], the model of L.Verberne
uses a prescribed displacement for the active sections of the wall, prescribed by a smoothed Heavyside
function combined with a gaussian distribution [5]. The passive sections positioned between the active
wall sections are not prescribed and can move freely in radial and axial direction. A limitation found by
L.Verberne, is that the wall cannot get pushed inwards more than 94% of the inner radius [5]. Therefore
the channel cannot be fully closed. This is due a limitation on maximum mesh deformation in Comsol,
above the 94% displacement a solver error terminates the calculation.

2.2 Exploratory calculations based on exploratory research

The presented work of L.Verberne on the discretely actuated linear peristaltic pump is investigated.
Resulting observations are key for the development of a simulation of the proposed linear peristaltic pump
and will be elaborated here.

Discontinuous movement
Movement of the actuators is modelled with a prescribed displacement applied on the active wall sections.
The passive wall sections can move freely, their motion is result of the prescribed active wall sections.
Using this approach can result in high and discontinuous stress peaks at the transition from prescribed
and free moving wall, especially when the wall is pushed in very far. High local stress concentrations or
discontinuities are to be avoided since they can easily result in solving (convergence) issues.
A solution to avoid these possible high and discontinuous stresses is to prescribe not only the active
sections of the wall (this method will be referred to as partially prescribed), but the entire wall containing
active and passive wall sections (named fully prescribed). Figure 2.3 shows the resulting displacement
profile of the wall based on a fully and partially wall prescription. The fully prescribed wall movement
is chosen to correspond with the tip of the prescribed active wall section (i.e. maximum displacement)
and the maximum slope of the passive wall section. In case of the fully prescribed wall the entire wall
displacement is prescribed (blue). The partial case only prescribes the active wall sections (red), the
passive sections result from this movement(black).

The partially prescription line has two kinks in its profile at the transition between applied prescribed
displacement and free moving wall, around (2,-0.45) and (3, -0.45). These kinks in the prescribed
displacement results in sharp edges in the simulation, which result in small high stress peaks. In Figure
2.4 the radial stress on the outside of the wall due to the wall movement is shown. At the mentioned
kinks high and small stress peaks around plus and minus 9e8 [N/m2] are observed. Also a jump in the
data between 9e8 and -9e8 [N/m2] is observed. This jump originates from two boundary conditions active
in the same point namely the free wall and prescribed wall. For a fully applied wall every point of the
wall in radial direction is prescribed. With no sharp edges, the maximum stress magnitude is about two
times lower. Since the entire wall is prescribed instead of only the active wall sections, the prescribed
movement off the wall could be less favourable than allowing the passive wall sections to move freely.
This phenomena can also be seen in Figure 2.4. The stresses before 2 [cm] and after 3 [cm] are higher for
the fully than the partially prescribed wall deformation.

Figure 2.3: Radial displacement comparison
between fully prescribed and partially prescribed

wall movement. The partial prescription has kinks
at the transition between free moving and

prescribed wall.

Figure 2.4: Radial stress resulting from radial wall
deformation, comparing a fully with a partially

prescribed wall movement. The partial prescription
has small and high stress peaks as well as jumps in

the data.
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Interestingly, in the partially prescribed wall displacement (Figure 2.3) the free moving passive wall
sections react to the prescribed active wall sections by expanding outwards (positive radial displacement).
The circumferentially applied displacement moves the wall volume from an outer radius inwards to a
smaller radius. Given nylon is used as tube wall material, the compressibility is limited. Therefore not all
mass can be pushed to a smaller circumference. The passive free moving wall sections expands in the
opposite direction to compensate and maintain the original mass. With a fully prescribed displacement
this phenomenon is suppressed, however the limited compressibility problem remains. Instead of expanding
outwards the material stretches and compresses in axial direction to maintain conservation of mass.

Unfavourable deformation
Due to the 2D axis-symmetric nature of the simulation, the displacement of the wall is applied on the
whole circumference of the tube wall. This is an unfavourable deformation for the following reasons:

• Nylon has a high compressive strength, therefore large forces are required to achieve this uniform
radial compression.

• Building a pump which squeezes its complete circumference is difficult in design, it would require
multiple actuators around the circumference to perform this motion instead of one actuator in a
sheet design.

The proposed discretely actuated linear pump design by E.Sideris et. al [1] is preferable, therefore the type
of simulation should be changed initially from 2D axis-symmetric to 2D to capture the concept. Eventually
a change to a 3D simulation could describe the entire pump behaviour including edge effects.

Prescribed displacement
With the use of a fully prescribed wall displacement the reaction from a locally applied force is not
captured, since the tube wall will move exactly as prescribed not paying attention to any movement the
wall would prefer. To mimic the proposed pump design a load based wall movement applied on the active
wall sections should be used. This however introduces a large dependency on the material properties and
the used material model.

In Comsols paper nylon is used as material together with a linear-elastic material model. Since their
motive was to illustrate the working principle of the Fluid- Structure Interaction, this cannot be simply
considered representative. L.Verberne used the same approach since his main interest was to adapt the
model presented by Comsol Multiphysics to simulate the peristaltic movement of a discretely actuated
linear peristaltic pump. In order to say something useful about the stresses in the wall or about the
forces required to make the peristaltic movements, a representative material model should be used. The
constructed prototype pump uses a silicon-rubber like material as membrane. For rubber-like materials
typically a hyperelastic material model is used 1. Different hyperelastic material models can be included
in a Comsol simulation, this requires a stress-strain relation as input which is usually obtained through
experimental data[6].

The force required of the actuator is determined by the force needed to deform the material and fluid.
Fluid pressure and radial stress in the outer wall during the simulation with a fully prescribed wall
displacement are shown in Figure 2.5. If the fluid displacement is slower than the wall displacement,
the fluid gets compressed. The associated pressure exerts a force on the section of wall it is in contact
with, the pressure built up is in the order of 101 [N/m2]. Radial stress in the wall, is in the order of
108 [N/m2]. Knowing that the material model is not correct and the material used is nylon, which is a
lot stiffer than silicone-rubber used in the proposed design, the force acting on the wall remains orders
of magnitude higher than the pressure force exerted on/by the fluid. Thus the force required from the
actuators to make a peristaltic motion is dominated by the force required to deform the membrane. On
this basis the fluid displacement and pressure aspects can be treated separately of the material-actuator
interaction.

With no experimental data available to determine the parameters required for a hyper-elastic material
model and the fact that the fluid flow aspect can be treated separately from the material-actuator
interaction, it was decided to keep linear elastic material conditions and focus on the actuation of the
pump instead.

1https://www.comsol.com/nonlinear-structural-materials-module
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Figure 2.5: Fluid pressure and radial wall stresses in the tube during the simulation using a continuous
wall displacement. The radial stresses are in the order of 108 [N/m2] and the fluid pressure in the order

of 101 [Pa] which is equal to [N/m2].

With the choice to keep using the material settings as introduced by [2], it was decided to proceed with
the prescribed displacement approach. This provides the possilibity to alter the peristaltic motion till
an ideal movement is found. If a correct material model and pump geometry is implemented, the forces
required to obtain the prescribed deformation can be determined from the results. Comsol offers the
forces per undeformed area (traction), meaning the force distribution of the wall applied on the original
geometry to obtain the deformed geometry [7]. These force magnitudes can be used as input for the
prototype pump or for a load based simulation to mimic the discrete peristaltic pump behaviour.

Mesh deformation limitation
As pointed out in the previous section, the tube wall can get pushed in to a certain limit. According to
L.Verberne [5] this originates from the fact that the mesh cannot deform any further. It is expected that
the mesh quality becomes too low to solve the simulation. The fact that the maximum mesh deformation
allowed is at 94% of the inner radius displacement, does not mean that the solution can be trusted at
this point. In order to determine if the developed simulation is trustworthy the effect of mesh quality on
the solutions has to be judged, this is discussed in Section 3.4.

Concluding
Based on the previous work investigation, the following is concluded:

• Partial wall displacement gives discontinuities in solution and local high stress peaks. Such
discontinuities should be avoided since they can result in solving (convergence) issues.

• The 2D axis-symmetric case used by L.Verberne does not represent the sheet based pump design used
for the prototype by E.A.Sideris et.al. Furthermore, concentric wall contraction is an unfavourable
deformation case since it results in material compression (requiring high forces) and is difficult
apply with a point actuator.

• It was observed that a deforming mesh simulation in Comsol experiences solving issues when the
mesh deformation exceeds a certain limit. For the tube case the limit is 94% of the initial tube
radius. A pertinent question before continuing with deforming mesh in Comsol is whether the
obtained results under high mesh deformation conditions are still valid.

These will be addressed in Chapter 3.
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3 Fluid simulations

In the previous chapter methods were introduced for simulating fluid flow in a linear peristaltic pump. The
discretely actuated linear peristaltic pump simulation presented by L.Verberne [5] was further investigated,
resulting in some interesting observations. From the investigation followed a number of alterations and
improvements to the simulation setup. Furthermore it was identified that the validity of simulation results
under high mesh deformation conditions has to be evaluated.

With the obtained insights a simulation for the proposed discretely actuated linear peristaltic sheet
pump design is developed. This section elaborates on the physics behind this model, how the model is
constructed in Comsol Multiphysics, what results are obtained from the simulation as well as a verification
of the obtained results.

3.1 Model physics

Basis for the peristaltic sheet pump model is the simulation method with proposed alterations on the
model simulation space and use of prescribed displacement, as presented in Section 2.2.

Simulation space and boundary conditions
The 2D axis-symmetric model is changed to a 2D simulation, since the proposed discretely actuated linear
peristaltic pump by E.A.Sideris et. al [1] uses a moving sheet instead of a tube. The proposed sheet
pump design consists of a moving membrane, fixed plate and fluid in between. An infinitely wide sheet is
simulated with a wall deformation corresponding with four actuator movements at fixed position. The
movement of the wall is simulated using a fully prescribed wall displacement. It was decided to simulate
an infinitely wide sheet disregarding the edge effects in the prototype, because this geometry can be
simulated using a 2D simulation space, drastically reducing simulation time and complexity. Using a 2D
simulation space all properties (as velocity, stresses and derivatives) are simulated in the x-y direction.
These quantities equal zero in the direction of the width of the sheet (z-axis). This means an identical
flow pattern progresses along the width of the 3D sheet in z-direction, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The
actuation of the wall will be the same over the entire sheet width.

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the infinitely wide sheet model simulated in Comsol with four actuator
locations and in- and outflow. The wall motion is applied on the entire width of the sheet. The infinitely

wide sheet is solved in a 2D sense.

In Figure 3.2 a schematic overview of the case simulated in Comsol is shown, with the membrane the thin
rectangle and the fluid the large rectangle. The bottom plate is simulated as a no slip wall (red). The
interaction between the fluid and the structure (membrane) is simulated using a fluid-structure interaction.
Fluid flows from in- to outlet. Edges of the membrane are fixed (green), meaning all movements are
disabled for this boundary. The prescribed displacement of the wall (purple) is placed on the inside of the
membrane. The outside of the membrane is simulated as free moving wall (yellow), therefore it can follow
the movement applied on the inside. The in- and outlet of the pump are simulated as open boundary
(blue). The in- and outflow boundary, fluid-structure interaction and the applied prescribed displacement
will be elaborated in detail.
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Figure 3.2: Boundary conditions in 2D sheet simulation with the open boundaries representing the in-
and outflow in blue. The fixation points of the membrane edges are shown in green and the prescribed
displacement of the membrane is highlighted in purple. The outside of the membrane is free to move

(yellow) and a no slip wall represents the bottom plate of the pump (red).

Inlet and outlet descriptions
With no driving force other than the peristaltic membrane movement, the in- and outlet of the pump are
modelled using a open boundary condition [?]. This corresponds to a pressure of 0 [Pa] on the in- as well
as outlet, resulting in a pressure difference of zero and no driving force. The total stress equals zero and
the in- and outlet are fixed in y direction.

Fluid - Structure interaction
The interaction between the fluid and the (moving) wall is simulated using the presented Fluid-Structure
Interaction by [2]. The moving wall displaces the fluid, resulting in fluid motion. Fluid pressure and
viscous forces apply a load on the wall. At the intersection of the fluid and the wall, the velocity of the
moving wall equals the velocity of the fluid (Equation 3.1).

vwall = vfluid (3.1)

Using the 2D simulation space means no fluid displacement along the width of the sheet is simulated. The
velocity and stresses in direction of the infinite sheet width are equal to zero, as well as the derivatives of
velocity and stress.

Through the use of the fully prescribed membrane displacement in this simulation, the influence of the
structural material model is not considered. The fluid-structure interaction is kept in the simulation
because no method is found to prescribe the displacement of a fluid boundary. Also the interaction is
kept to allow easy alterations when a representative material model is determined.

Wall displacement
The proposed linear peristaltic pump design has four actuators positioned along the length of the
membrane, up and down motions of these actuators move the membrane. Based on the observations from
the previous developed discrete linear peristaltic pump model, the partially prescribed displacement is
changed to a fully prescribed displacement to avoid sharp edges and discontinuities in material stress.
These should be avoided because they can result in local high stress peaks and solving issues. The
prescribed wall displacement is applied on the inside of the wall, in order to control the fluid deformation
directly. Applying the wall displacement on the outside of the wall could result in a slightly different
fluid deformation due to the material properties and wall dimensions, introducing an additional unknown.
A best guess displacement profile is used, based on the tube wall motions presented by Comsol [2] and
L.Verberne [5]. The precise membrane displacement due to actuator movements is unknown.

The movement of an individual actuator along the membrane can be described by a mathematical
function. The deformation of the entire membrane can therefore be determined by combining such
individual deformation functions. The maximal displacement of every point of a membrane section is
prescribed and the membrane goes from a non-deformed state to a maximal deformed state in time. In the
exploratory research (Chapter 2) a smoothed Heavyside function was used to describe the change from a
non-deformed to a maximal deformed state and a Gaussian function was used to prescribe the wall shape
at maximum displacement [5]. This function is used since it is easily applied in Comsol Multiphysics,
it is preprogrammed as flc2hs[8]. The Gaussian relation is changed to two smoothed Heavyside step
functions to precisely control the shape of the slope and the horizontal distance between the two slopes
(corresponding with the actuator dimensions). This allows the shape of the wall at maximal deformation
to mimic a Gaussian function as well as a squared profile.
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The smoothed Heavyside function is a version of the Heavyside step function with a smooth transition
region from 0 to 1 (or the other way around). This transition phase is described by a polynomial. The
following mathematical function describes the smoothed Heavyside function used.

Hs(a, b) =

 0 if a ≤ −b
1 if a ≥ b
0.5 + 0.9375(a

b )− 0.625(a
b )3 + 0.1875(a

b )5
(3.2)

The above states that the function equals 0 when a is lower than −b, 1 when a is higher than b and
follows a fifth order polynomial relation when a is between −b and b. a and b are dummy variables. The
function can be used in time and space domains (or a combination).

The shape of the wall at its maximal deformation state is prescribed by two smoothed Heavyside steps
multiplied with the maximal displacement of an actuator (Equation 3.3).

g(y) = hmax ·Hs(
y − y1

dw
, 1) ·Hs(y1 + wac − y

dw
, 1) (3.3)

Where hmax is the maximal displacement of the actuator [m], y can be evaluated at any arbitrary point
along the wall [m], y1 the middle point of the wall spreadings slope [m], wac the actuator width [m] and
dw half of the spreading width [m]. Figure 3.3 illustrates the shape of the function with the required
parameters.

In this case the two Heavyside functions follow directly after each other (forming a point shape). The
maximal actuator displacement (hmax) is prescribed and equal to 0.9 [cm]. The point is surrounded by
two transition slopes, describing the spreading of the membrane around it. The middle of the initial
transition slope (y1) is located at 1.5 [cm]. The actuator width (wac) is the distance between the middle
points of the slopes, in this figure it equal to 1 [cm]. The total width of the slope is equal to 2dw, 1 [cm]
for this example.

The transition over time from a non-deformed to a maximal deformed state is again described by a
smoothed Heavyside step, the transition from maximal deformation back to the non-deformated stated
requires a second smoothed Heavyside step. The relation is shown in Equation 3.4 [5].

f(t) = Hs(
t− ton
dt

, 1) ·Hs( ton + tactive − t
dt

, 1) (3.4)

With t the time [s], ton the time associated with the start of the wall displacement [s], dt equals the time
to complete half of the transition from non-deformed (0) to maximal deformed (1) state and tactive is
the time the wall is kept at full deformation [s]. In Figure 3.4 the function is shown with the required
parameters.

The describing the transition from non-deformed wall (0) to maximal wall deformation (1) and back over
time is shown (Equation 3.4). ton is exactly in the middle of the transition between 0 and 1. A timestep dt
before and after this middlepoint describes the total time required for the transition. At 0s the actuation
is initiated and at 0.4s full displacement is reached, the transition takes 0.4s (= 2dt), meaning thedt
equals 0.2s. After a set activation time (tactive) the wall changes back from its maximal deformation state
to its non-deformation state. The transition from maximal deformation to non-deformation is identical to
the transition the other way around.

The complete wall deformation resulting from one actuator motion is described by a multiplication of the
maximal deformed wall shape function (Equation 3.3) with the transition from non-deformed to maximal
deformed state function (Equation 3.4). Equation 3.5 shows this wall deformation relation.

wallactuator(y, t) = g(y) · f(t) (3.5)
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Figure 3.3: Maximal deformed wall shape, defined
by the relation given in Equation 3.3. hmax

corresponds to the maximum displacement of the
actuator (0.9 cm in this case), the spreading width
equals the distance between the two midpoints of
the slopes. 2dw descibes the total width of one

slope.

Figure 3.4: A smooth Heavyside function describes
the transition from non-deformed (0) to maximum

deformed state (1) over time. The time of
activation is located in the exact middle of the

slope, a predefined value dt equals half the
transition time between non-deformed and maximal

deformed state. A Heavyside allows to keep the
actuator at maximum displacement using the

activated time (tactive).

Figure 3.5 shows the shape of the wall at different time steps. At t=0s the wall is in its non-deformation
state and at t = 0.4s the maximum wall deformation is reached.

Figure 3.5: Prescribed wall deformation at different time steps. The shape of the maximum deformed
wall deformation is scaled with the transition function between 0 (non-deformed) and 1 (maximal

deformed wall shape). The non-deformed state is at t=0s and the maximal deformed state is at t = 0.4s.
In between these states the wall is in transition.

Having multiple actuators and the desire to prescribe the entire wall deformation in a singe function the
wall displacement of every actuator is added together. Equation 3.6 prescribes the wall displacement
on every time step and at every location of the wall, assuming the non-deformed state is set at 0
displacement.

wallwhole =

nr.actuators∑
0

g(y) · f(t) (3.6)
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3.2 Implementation in Comsol Multiphysics

The exploratory research in Chapter 2 proposed a linear peristaltic pump simulation in Comsol Mul-
tiphysics, therefore the peristaltic sheet pump is developed in Comsol as well. This section explains
the importance of mesh element quality followed by the implementation of the model in Comsol Multi-
physics.

Mesh element quality
A domain is prescribed by a (large) number of elements, typically in 2D these are shaped triangulars
of rectangulars. An element has nodes on every boundary. Nodes on the boundary between adjacent
elements are shared by these elements. By interpolation of polynomial functions (called shape functions)
between the node values, the quantities of interest within the element are obtained.

The quantities of interest are most accurate if the mesh element has a good quality, meaning stays close
to the original element shape. For a triangular element this is an equilateral triangle. Deformation of
the mesh element results in changes to the original shape. The changed shape of the mesh element can
result in less accurate quantity calculations. In Comsol Multiphysics the quality of a mesh element (based
on different criteria) is expressed in a value between 0 and 1, with 1 being a very good quality and 0 a
very poor element quality2. Figure 3.6 shows an example of changing mesh quality of a triangular mesh
element through shape deformation.

Figure 3.6: Mesh quality scale in Comsol Multiphysics with 0 a very poor mesh quality and 1 a very
good mesh quality. Deformation of a triangular element resulting in quality decrease.

The wall movement in the linear peristaltic pump simulation deforms the fluid domain and with it the
mesh elements. Introducing a deforming domain in Comsol lets the mesh elements deform over time in
accordance with the shape of the fluid domain. Conservation of elements holds, meaning no elements
will disappear or appear during the simulation. Due to this approach the mesh elements will deform and
could effect the solution of the simulation. A verification is performed in Section 3.4 to determine the
impact of the deforming domain approach to the calculated solutions.

Fluid model
A laminar flow model is used for the fluid domain. A check for the validity of this choice is performed by
calculating the Reynolds number, Equation 3.7.

Re =
vρL

µ
(3.7)

Where v is the velocity of the fluid [m/s], ρ is the density of the fluid [kg/m3], L is the characteristic
length (the channel height for a sheet pump) [m] and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Pa·s].

With fluid velocities in the order of 0.08 m/s, a channel height of 0.01 m and water fluid (dynamic viscosity
equals 1.01E-3 Pa·s and has a density of 1000 kg /m3). The resulting Reynolds number is around 800, as
this is below 2300 the flow is laminar and a laminar flow model proves the correct choice [9].

Structural model
A linear elastic material model is used to capture the behaviour of the solid wall. With the use of a
prescribed displacement no material effects will influence the wall movement applied on the fluid. As

2https://www.comsol.com/video/analyzing-meshes-in-comsol-multiphysics
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stated in Section 2.2 the resulting stresses are not representative, but at this point the interest is in the
displacement of the fluid due to the discretely actuated peristaltic motion. To make the simulation less
computationally expensive the wall thickness and Youngs modulus of the wall material are decreased.
With a thinner membrane and a more flexible material the prescribed movement is easier and less
expensive to simulate.

3.3 Simulation results

A pilot simulation is run using the actuator timings of L.Verberne [5], a step-by-step guide for this type of
fluid-structure is described in [5]. Necessary alteration are highlighted in Appendix A. Figure 3.7 shows
the peristaltic wall motion at different time steps. The arrows indicate the direction of the wall and no
arrow mean that the actuator is at standstill. The velocity in the fluid is presented and only the no
characteristics of the deformed membrane are included.

Figure 3.7: Snapshots of the fluid velocity during the pilot simulation based on the actuation pattern of
L.Verberne [5]. Arrows are added to indicate the direction of the wall motion and no arrow mean the

wall is at standstill.

The pressure distribution resulting from the membrane deformation is shown in Figure 3.8 corresponding
with the time steps in Figure 3.7. It can be seen that the moving membrane influences the fluid pressure
locally and can become positive as well as negative. At t=0.48s the velocity directions are included, it
can be seen that the flow coincides with the direction of pressure distribution (from high to low). This
means that some moments the fluid will turn around and flow away from the outlet, as at t=1.74s.

Figure 3.8: Snapshots of the pressure distribution during a pilot simulation based on the actuation
pattern of L.Verberne [5]. At t=0.48s the flow direction is included, as can be seen the flow coincides

with the flow direction based on pressure distribution (meaning from high to low pressures).
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Qualities of interest are the volume flow rate through the in- and outlet of the pump. The in- and outflow
are determined according to Equation 3.8.

Qin/out =

∫ hchannel

0

vfluiddx (3.8)

With hchannel the channel height and vfluid the velocity of the fluid in vertical (y) direction. In Figure
3.9 the resulting in- and outflow can be seen. It should be noted that the positive flow direction is from
in- to outlet, meaning a negative inflow represents fluid flowing towards the inlet from within the pump.
The flow rates are determined for a channel with a width equal to unity. Just as the pressure distribution
illustrates, the flow direction changes during the simulation. At points it is towards the outlet, but the
fluid can also turn around and flow towards the inlet (resulting in a negative outflow in Figure 3.9).

Another point of interest is in the amount of flow passed through the outlet of the pump over time, named
conveyed volume. This is determined according to Equation 3.9.

Vconv =

∫
t

Q̇out (3.9)

With Qout the volume flowrate at the outlet [m3/s]. Figure 3.10 presents the conveyed volume for this
simulation over time. In the conveyed volume it can also clearly be seen that the flow changes direction
during the simulation, after 1.5s the conveyed volume graph shows a negative slope.

Figure 3.9: In- and outflow resulting from flow
simulation in Comsol, based on the actuation

pattern used by L.Verberne [5]. Positive as well as
negative flow rates can be seen. Positive flow

direction is from inlet to outlet, so negative inflow
equals fluid flowing from within the pump towards

(and through) the inlet.

Figure 3.10: Conveyed volume resulting from flow
simulation in Comsol, based on the actuation
pattern used by L.Verberne [5]. The conveyed
volume is the volume flow rate at the outlet

integrated over time. The negative flow direction
can be seen after 1.5 seconds, corresponding with

the negative flow rate in Figure 3.9.

3.4 Verification

A verification is performed to investigate if the simulation results can be trusted. This section verifies the
conservation of mass for a deforming domain, shows the influence of mesh refinement on the simulation
results and investigates the influence of the mesh quality on the simulation results.

Conservation of mass
With the implementation of a deforming domain in the simulation, conservation of mass is checked. A
simulation with one peristaltic wall displacement is used. Conservation of mass for an incompressible
fluid is equal to the volumetric flow rate conservation. Equation 3.10 shows the conservation relation for
the validation simulation .

dV

dt
|movement =

dV

dt
|inlet +

dV

dt
|outlet (3.10)
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With dV
dt the volume change over time of the wall movement, inlet and outlet respectively [m3/s].

Figure 3.11 shows the geometry of the simulation in Comsol at a point in time. The normal vector on the
in- and outflow boundaries point outwards, so the flow through the in- or outlet is positive if aligned
with the normal vector. In the simulation the actuator performs one actuation, the pattern over time
is shown in Figure 3.12. It shows that the actuator pushes the wall inwards for 0.4s when it reaches a
maximum displacement of 9 mm. Arriving at this maximum displacement the actuator retracts and the
wall is pulled back into its initial state.

Figure 3.11: Schematic overview of the simulation
geometry in Comsol with wall displacement due to

actuator activation. Normal vectors on the
in-/outflow boundary point outwards.

Figure 3.12: Actuation pattern of actuator in mass
conservation validation simulation. In 0.8s the

actuator moves from zero displacement to a
maximum displacement of 9 mm and back to zero

displacement again.

The volume change due to the actuator movement over time is compared to the summation of the in- and
outflow in Figure 3.13. Comparable with the actuation pattern in Figure 3.12, the volume grows (above
zero) till the actuator reaches the maximum displacement at 0.4s, after this the volume fully slinks back
to the original state (below zero). The volume changes is highest when the slope of the displacement
profile is highest. It can be seen that the flow rate related to the volume change of the wall movement
(dV ) matches the summation of the in- and outflow. This indicates that mass conservation holds.

Figure 3.13: Mass conservation validation. The volume displacement induced by the wall movement (dV )
is plotted against the summation of the in- and outflow. Flow in direction of the normal vector is set

positive.
Mesh refinement
The influence of the mesh element size on the obtained simulation results is investigated. Important
result of the simulation is the outflow, therefore this quantity is used in the mesh refinement study. The
example simulation introduced in Section 3.3 is used. Since the interest is on the outflow of the fluid,
only a mesh refinement study is performed on the fluid domain. At the same time steps and with the
same actuation pattern, the outflow of the pump is determined for different mesh sizes. The element size
decreases in line according to: extra coarse mesh, coarse mesh, normal mesh, finer mesh. This means the
amount of elements used increase from an extra coarse to a finer mesh. Figure 3.14 shows the outflow of
the first 0.8 seconds of the simulation, at this point two actuators have been actuated. As can be seen the
results of all mesh size coincide with each other. To pinpoint the differences, the percentage difference of
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the extra coarse, coarse and normal mesh with the finer mesh is shown in Figure 3.15. It can be seen that
the difference decreases as smaller mesh elements are used, but the difference does not exceed 4%.

Figure 3.14: Mesh refinement study showing the
outflow over time for different mesh sizes. Mesh
elements decrease in size in the following order:

extra coarse, coarse, normal, finer.

Figure 3.15: To illustrate the difference of the mesh
sizes, the percentage difference of the extra coarse,
coarse and normal mesh regarding the finer mesh is

shown.

Mesh quality during deformation
The pump simulation includes a moving boundary, which is expected to have influence on the mesh
elements. Best results are obtained when the element shape stays close to the original shape, an equilateral
triangle for triangular elements. It is investigated how element deformation effects the simulation results;
element squeeze as well as element stretch is considered.

Squeezing of elements
To investigate the effect of squeezed mesh elements on the simulation results a parallel plate simulation is
built, as shown in Figure 3.16. The inlet is located at the bottom and the outlet at the top. At the inlet
the plates are placed close together and the plates move further apart going closer to the outlet. During
the simulation the right plate is moved until it reaches a constant distance from the left plate forming an
uniform channel, therefore squeezing the elements. At different locations along the length (a,b,c,d) of the
plates the calculated velocity profile is evaluated. Location a is not effected by the plate deformation,
which means the mesh elements remain in their original shapes. In locations b,c and d the mesh elements
are deformed inhomogeneously.

Comsol allows the user to investigate the mesh quality during the simulation. By Comsol standards the
quality is expressed in a value between 0 and 1 (colourbar in Figure 3.16), where 1 indicates a good and 0
a poor quality. Different quality measures can be investigated, the volume versus length is used in this
study. Investigating this on both the triangular and rectangular elements, the quality differs. This can be
seen in Figure 3.16, in the mesh quality snapshot in location a the rectangular elements at the sides have
a lower quality than the triangles.
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Figure 3.16: Simulation to validate the mesh quality after an inhomogeneous wall deformation inwards.
At locations a,b,c and d the mesh quality is shown and the results are evaluated. Mesh quality by comsol

is expressed between 0 and 1, with 1 good and 0 very bad quality.

On the inflow boundary a constant velocity is prescribed. Based on this boundary condition and the
knowledge of a two parallel plate situation, an analytical velocity profile is determined. Knowing that
mass conservation holds, the integrated velocity at the inlet should equal the integrated velocity profile at
every location. This is researched after a steady flow is achieved. The poiseuille flow between two parallel
plates is expressed according to Equation 3.11.

v(x) =
3

2
vmean(1− (

x−H
H

)2) (3.11)

With vmean is the mean velocity [m/s] and H the half distance between the plates [m].

It is expected that in location a the analytical profile can be matched accurately if enough mesh elements
are used, since in this location the original mesh quality is maintained. If at locations b,c and d the
analytical solution is also matched by the simulation results, the solution from Comsol can be trusted
during the squeezing of mesh elements.

For different mesh sizes: coarse, fine and extra fine the velocity profile at locations a,b,c and d are
compared to the analytical velocity profile. In Figure 3.17 the comparison between the analytical velocity
profile and the simulated velocity profile at locations a,b,c and d for a coarse mesh are presented. It can
be seen that the points lie on the analytical solution, but that due to the coarse mesh the profile not
completely matched. Interesting to see is that at location a, the difference with the analytical solution is
the biggest. This can be explained looking at the number of mesh elements present between the plates. In
location a no mesh deformation takes place and in the beginning here are the least elements positioned.
Therefore also during deformation, which explains the difference.

Figure 3.17: Velocity profile in coarse mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d as
specified in Figure 3.16 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions.
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In Figure 3.18 the analytical velocity profile is compared to the the results from a simulation with a
fine mesh. Again the points from the simulation lie on the analytic curve, with the profile in location a
the least mesh points. In locations c and d enough elements are present to describe the velocity profile
accurately after deformation, no difference is observed with the analytical solution.

Figure 3.18: Velocity profile in fine mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d as
specified in Figure 3.16 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions.

Performing a last mesh refinement simulation, at an extra fine mesh, results in the comparison with the
analytical velocity profile as shown in Figure 3.19. With the extra fine mesh all points of all curves lie on
the analytical curve. In this case a has enough elements to prescribe the velocity profile accurately in
accordance with the analytical solution. It can be concluded that the deformation through squeezing the
elements does not effect the solution noticeably.

Figure 3.19: Velocity profile in extra fine mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d
as specified in Figure 3.16 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions.

Stretching of elements
Instead of pushing a wall inwards a second validation simulation is built which investigates the influence
on the solution when the wall is pulled outwards, stretching the elements. Figure 3.20 shows a schematic
representation of the simulation. Similar to the previous simulation two plates are positioned parallel to
each other. In reverse to the section above, at the inlet the plates are positioned at a wide distance and
move close to each other towards the outlet. During the simulation the right plate moves till a constant
distance from the left plate is reached. At different locations along the length (a,b,c,d) of the plates the
velocity profile is evaluated. Again in location a no plate deformation occurs, therefore the mesh elements
in this area remain in their original shapes and quality. In locations b,c and d the mesh elements will be
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deformed inhomogeneously by the deforming wall. For different mesh sizes, coarse, fine and extra fine the
velocity profile at locations a,b,c and d are compared to the analytical velocity profile.

Figure 3.20: Validation simulation mesh quality after inhomogeneous wall deformation outwards. At
locations a,b,c and d the mesh quality is shown and the results are evaluated. Mesh quality by comsol is
expressed between 0 and 1, with 1 good and 0 very bad quality. The bigger the wall movement the bigger

the element deformation and the lower the mesh quality.

In Figure 3.21 the resulting velocity profiles for a coarse mesh (at locations a,b,c and d) are compared to
the analytical velocity solution based on the inflow conditions. It can be seen that the profiles at location
a and b match the analytical solution. In locations c and d the velocity profile differs noticeably, from
the analytical solution. At the start of the simulation the least elements are positioned at location d,
since the channel is at its narrowest. These elements are stretched the most, which results in a larger
difference then in location c. At the edges, with low velocity, profiles a, b, and also c match the analytical
solution.

Figure 3.21: Velocity profile in coarse mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d as
specified in Figure 3.20 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions. Locations a

and b match the analytical solution, while locations c and d differ noticeably.

Figure 3.22 shows the comparison between the analytical velocity profile and the simulation results with
a fine mesh. Interesting to see is that the profile in location c now matches the analytic profile as well,
curves a,b and c match each other and match the analytical solution. The edges of all graphs match
nicely to the analytical solution now. Curve d matches the analytical solution better than with the coarse
mesh, but it can be seen that the points do not lie on the analytical curve as velocity increases.
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Figure 3.22: Velocity profile in fine mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d as
specified in Figure 3.20 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions.

The last mesh refinement with an extra fine mesh compared to the analytical solution is shown in Figure
3.23. All curves have smooth parabolic shapes now and match the analytical velocity profile. This
indicates that results can also be calculated accurately when the elements are stretched, but require a
finer mesh.

Figure 3.23: Velocity profile in extra fine mesh between two parallel placed plates at locations a,b,c and d
as specified in Figure 3.20 compared to an analytical solution based on the inflow conditions.

Conclusions
When squeezing the mesh elements, the simulation is not affected with a poor mesh quality. Even when
using coarse meshes the calculated points corresponded with the analytical solution. Looking at stretching
the elements, it was observed that the analytical velocity profile matched for the extra fine mesh in every
location. But when not enough mesh elements are used (when using a coarse mesh) and the elements are
stretched far, the calculated results differ a lot with the analytical solution. Refining the mesh allows for
more accurate calculations.

In the described Comsol simulation the pump is simulated with mostly squeezing movements during
deformation. The retraction of the wall results in deformation of the squeezed mesh elements back into their
original shape. The results from Comsol during deformation can thus be considered trustworthy.

A normal mesh size is used for the fluid domain. Because the normal mesh has a lower computation time
compared with a finer mesh, squeezing motions can be captured accurately as well as small stretching
motions and the outflow is still determined accurately.
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4 Lumped mass model

In Chapter 3 a fluid simulation is described and implemented in Comsol Multiphysics. With this simulation
method a large number of parameters of the problem is obtained, i.e. stresses, fluid motions or solid
deformations, but the computation time is long.

To focus on pattern optimisation, an alternative and computationally less expensive modelling approach
might be better suited. In this section a lumped-parameter 0D fluid transport model is explored for this
purpose.

Starting point in the search for an alternative modelling approach is to determine precisely which
phenomena are dominant for the fluid displacement. Taking a step back: In the human body some organs
transport fluid by means of a peristaltic motion, a radially symmetric contraction and relaxation of
muscles that propagates in a wave down a tube. The prototype pump design does not allow for a radially
symmetric contraction, since it consists of one flat moving membrane only. At the actuator locations
the membrane moves up or down and therefore the movements induce a local volume change which can
either push fluid away (wall moves in) or pull fluid in (wall moves out). Fluid displaced by the volume
change can flow up or downstream which depends on the existing pressure differential and channel flow
resistance. A model is developed to study the actuation pattern, taking flow resistances and local volume
changes as the basis of a simplified modelling approach.

4.1 Model approach

In Figure 4.1 the 2D sheet pump as described in section3 is shown together with the simplified modelling
approach. A moving actuator pushes down or pulls up the membrane, introducing a volume change (∆V )
and a flow restriction (R). The flow resistance associated with a depressed actuator (channel narrowing)
influences for the response. In order to capture the influence of each actuator, the design is discretised
in ”chambers”. All volume change between two resistances are lumped, as the flow resistances are
dominant.

Pushing down an actuator creates an diverging channel at one side and a converging channel at the other,
which causes a flow resistance. These effects are lumped into one resistance. The main interest is in the
direction of the flow meaning the relative flow resistance values should be correct whilst the absolute
values do not matter.

Figure 4.1: In the top the a schematic of the pump design is shown, 4 actuators are actuated resulting in
resistances (R) and volume changes (∆V ). At the bottom the simplified modelling approach is shown,

chambers separated by resistances simulate the volume change by piston movements.

Looking at one individual ”chamber” the governing equations can be established, as can be seen in Figure
4.2. The direction and magnitude of a flow (Q) depends on the ratio of pressure differences(P) and flow
resistances (R), all is determined instantaneously.
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Figure 4.2: The direction and magnitude of flows Q1 and Q2 depend on the instantaneous ratio of
pressure differences P1-2 and P2-3 and resistances R1 and R2.

In every chamber mass conservation holds, the volume change of a chamber equals the sum of the in-
and outflow to that chamber and the fluid accumulation due to compressibility. Since the working fluid
is water, the accumulation term is negligible given the very limited compressibility of water. Though
limited in magnitude the accumulation does give rise to the driving pressure differential. Neglecting the
accumulation term the resulting conservation equation is:

dV

dt
= Q1 −Q2 (4.1)

With Q1 the flowrate into the chamber [m3/s], Q2 the flowrate out of the chamber [m3/s] and dV
dt the

volume change over time [m3/s].

The flow rates in and out of the chamber are of interest, as they describe the relation between different
chambers. The total response is the result of the flow between all chambers. Flow rate is determined by
the cross-sectional flow area and the velocity through this area, Equation 4.2.

Q = A · v (4.2)

With Q the flowrate [m3/s], A the cross-sectional area [m2] and v the velocity of the fluid[m/s].

Due to the motion of the actuator as is illustrated in Figure 4.1, the cross-sectional area changes over
time. In the 2D sheet simulation the depression of the wall is prescribed over the entire width (z-axis)
of the sheet. As the width does not change during the simulation it is assumped that the area change
over time corresponds with the remaining height of the channel. The velocity results from the pressure
difference between the two neighbouring chambers and a resistance, Equation 4.3 [?].

∆p = K · 1

2
ρv2 (4.3)

With ∆p the pressure difference [Pa], K sum of resistance factors (equal to 1) [-], ρ the density of the
fluid [kg/m3] and v the velocity of the fluid [m/s].

The pressure difference is due to the volume change in the chamber and the inability of the fluid to fill the
chamber. In the simscape implementation the magnitude of the generated pressure difference is irrelevant.
Since no inertial effects are included the change in volume occurs nearly instantaneous. Defining the
volume changes in the chamber brings some difficulty since it does not match the volume changes induced
by the actuator of the pump, as can be seen in Figure 4.1. The volume change of a chamber equals the
combined volume change of the actuators between two resistances. In Section 3.1 it is described that
the shape of the wall resulting from the actuator movement is determined by the shape of the wall at
maximum displacement and the transition from non-deformed to maximal deformed state.

The slope of the used smoothed Heavyside fuction is such that the area under the curve between 0 and
the midpoint of the slope equals the area above the curve between the midpoint and 1. This is illustrated
by an example function (e(x)) in Figure 4.3. The blue areas equal each other as well as the green areas,
meaning that the area under the curve equals the area of a rectangle with a width equal to the difference
between x2 and x1.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a smooth Heavyside function (e(x)), x1 and x2 indicate the midpoints of the slope
between 0 and h. The blue areas equal each other and the green areas are equal to each other. Meaning

the area under the smoothed heavyside function equals the area of the black rectangle ((x2-x1)*h).

The displaced volume is equal to the area under the wall displacement curve multiplied with the channel
width (z-axis in Comsol), illustrated in Equation 4.4.

V = W ·
∫ x2+dw

x1−dw

e(x)dx = d · (x2− x1) · h (4.4)

With V the displaced volume [m3], W the width of the actuator sheet (in the 2D sheet simulation this
equals unity) [m], e(x) an example heavyside function [m].

The wall displacement is shows at different time steps in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that the area under
the curve always equals the area of a rectangle. This is due to the use of the smoothed Heavyside function,
which always has the same slope region. Meaning the width of the rectangle is constant over time.

Figure 4.4: Actuator displacement at t = 0.08s, t = 0.18s and t = 0.38s.

Thus the volume change induced by one actuator is proportional to the displacement of the actuator as
expressed in Equation 4.5.

dV

dt
= A · dh(t)

dt
(4.5)

Where A is a constant area defined by the width and depth of the actuator [m2] and h(t) is the displacement
of the actuator at time t [m].

Using the membrane displacement as introduced in the 2D Comsol simulation, at each step in time the
displaced volume per actuator is determined. Defining a constant area for the chamber pistons, the
volume of a chamber is determined by the mean displacement of two actuators.

Based on the presented governing equations, a system of coupled differential equations describing pressure
balances and conservation of mass can be set up and solved. Matlab Simulink offers a tool to model physical
systems, named Simscape [10], which is used to implement and solve the described relations.
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4.2 Implementation in Simscape

Simscape is an extension of Matlab Simulink, which allows physical modelling in a GUI based environment.
A Simulink model is typically built up of individual component blocks connected by a line. The combination
of all blocks describe the complete system. The component blocks describe the governing equations.
Initial conditions and associated unit can be specified in the blocks. Connections between blocks can carry
multiple variables, for instance force or position for coupled mechanical components. Simscape models
a physical systems meaning every signal has a unit, whereas a Simulink signal is unitless. Simscape
blocks can be combined with Simulink blocks, in order to do so the unitless signal has to be given a unit.
The generic Simscape library includes multiple physical domains which it can simulate, examples are
hydraulic (displayed in yellow) and mechanical (displayed in green) which are visible in Figure 4.5. In
brown, physical signals are presented which include all necessary parameters and units for the governing
equations associated with the connected blocks.

The chambers are prescribed by translational hydro-mechanical converters (pistons) and the flow restric-
tions (resistances 2 till 5) due the actuator motions by variable area hydraulic orifices. The in- and outlet
of the pump are modelled with a constant area hydraulic orifice (resistance 1 and 6), since this flow area
remains constant.

An actuation pattern for the pistons is determined in the light blue block. This pattern contains the
timing of the actuators and the moving distance. Using this pattern, the flow resistances are determined
in the green block. As the resistance acts linearly with the remaining channel height (= channel height -
actuator displacement). The inflow of the pump is measured (purple block) as well as the outflow (dark
blue block). In Figure 4.5 the developed model is shown. The model is shown in detail in Appendix
B.

Figure 4.5: Simscape model with translational Hydro-mechanical converter blocks (pistons) describing
the volume changes and variable area hydraulic orifices as resistances. With a constant area hydraulic

orifice as resistance 1 and 6 to indicate the in- and outlet. In the light blue box the actuator movements
are translated to the corresponding piston positions. The actuator positions from comsol are also used to

determine the resistance between the pistons (Green box). The in- and outflow are measured in the
purple and dark blue box respectively.

The use of physical signals means that a non-physical has to be translated to physical signals as well.
In Simscape this can be done with a Simulink - PS Converter block as shown in Figure 4.6. This block
converts the unitless Simulink input signal to a physical signal, the other way around is also possible
this requires a PS - Simulink Converter block (Figure 4.7). A choice can be made to save the resulting
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parameters over time of all Simscape blocks or only of a selected number of blocks.

Figure 4.6: Simulink - PS converter block to
convert unitless simulink signal into a physical

signal.

Figure 4.7: PS - Simulink converter block to
convert physical signals into an unitless simulink

signals.

In- and outflow
In the purple and dark blue boxes in Figure 4.5 the in- and outflow is measured respectively. A Hydraulic
flow rate sensor 3 measures the flow rate in a hydraulic (yellow) network with no change in pressure
across the sensor. In Figure 4.8 the block is shown.

Figure 4.8: Flow sensor block in Simscape, used to measure the in- and outflow of the pump.

The volumetric flow rate (Q) as well as the mass flow rate (M) can be measured between ports A and
B. Since the only interest is in the volumetric flow rate, the information coming from the M port is
terminated.

At the in- and outflow, pressure conditions are defined by a hydraulic constant pressure source. Pressure
difference between the in- and outflow is set to 0 Pa, as the prototype pump has no driving pressure
difference.

Translating actuator position to piston position
In the light blue box in Figure 4.5 the piston positions translated from the actuator positions are
determined. Starting from the actuator movement of the pump the displaced volume per time step is
calculated by multiplying the actuator displacement with the constant area of the actuator. Since this
actuation signal is not physical, a simulink to physical signal block is required.

Resistance based on actuator position
The green block in Figure 4.5 determines the flow resistance area for the variable resistance blocks.
Assumed that the resistance area depends linearly on the remaining channel height, the actuator position
is subtracted from the total channel height to determine the resistance area. The simulink signal is
converted to a physical signal using the S-PS block.

Piston
The translational hydro-mechanical converter block 4 models an ideal transducer that converts hydraulic
energy into mechanical energy in the form of translational motion of the converter output. This block is
used to describe the volume change over time. Change in pressure due to compressibility of the fluid is
accounted for, resulting in a driving pressure difference between chambers. As the working fluid is water
the pressure difference resulting from the fluid compressibility will be very small. For clearance the block
can be seen in detail in Figure 4.9. The block requires physical information about the rod (port R) and
the case (port C) as input as well as a connection to the fluid (port A). Assuming only rod movement, C
port is connected to a translational reference fixing the case.

3https://nl.mathworks.com/help/physmod/simscape/ref/hydraulicflowratesensor.html
4https://nl.mathworks.com/help/physmod/simscape/ref/translationalhydromechanicalconverter.html
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Figure 4.9: Translational hydro-mechanical converter block

Prescribed actuator displacement forms the basis of the developed fluid simulation (implemented in
Comsol) and lumped parameter model (implemented in Simscape). Simscape does not offer a physical
position input block, so an ideal velocity source is used as physical input signal for the rod. In order
to track the target displacement curve a feedback loop is used, which adjusts the velocity signal based
on the differences between the target and measured position. The difference is multiplied with a high
and constant feedback gain, together with a small simulation step size the prescribed position is followed
accurately. Last input parameter is the piston area, as the volume change depends only on actuator
height the piston area is assumed constant, equal to 100 cm2.

Figure 4.10: Velocity over time for the piston based on a feedback loop which adjusts the velocity based
on the difference between a target position and a measured position.

Variable resistance
The variable area hydraulic orifice block 5 is used to describe the flow resistance between chambers
resultinf from a depressed actuator. The block can be seen in detail in Figure 4.11. A variable resistance
block is used to describe Flow between port A and B passes through the orifice, which area (input at AR
port) is determined externally.

Figure 4.11: Variable area hydraulic orifice

The area of the orifice is the main input which is based on the remaining height of the channel and a
width of unity. The flowrate through the orifice depends on the pressure differential across it and the
orifice flow resistance, according to Equation 4.6. Both turbulent and laminar flows can be calculated,
the block introduces a critical pressure to include the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The
critical pressure is the minimal pressure for a turbulent flow when the block transitions from a laminar to
turbulent flow.

q = Cd ·A ·
√

2

ρ
· ∆p

(∆p2 + p2crit)
1/4

(4.6)

With q the flow rate through the orifice [m3/s], Cd the discharge coefficient which equals 1 assuming no
cavitation [-], ρ the fluid density [kg/m3], ∆P the pressure difference defined positive from A to B [Pa]
and pcrit the critical pressure [Pa]. The critical pressure is based on the pressure ratio and determined
according to Equation 4.7.

pcrit = (pavg + patm)(1−Blaminar) (4.7)

5https://nl.mathworks.com/help/physmod/simscape/ref/variableareahydraulicorifice.html
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With pavg the averaged pressure of A and B [Pa], patm the atmospheric pressure equal to 101325 [Pa]
and Blaminar the pressure ratio at the transition between laminar and turbulent regimes [-].

Constant resistance
The in- and outlet resistance is modelled by a constant area hydraulic orifice block, with the orifice area
as input6. The block is shown in detail in Figure 4.12. Flow between port A and B encounters an orifice
with a fixed area. The governing equations equal those of the variable resistance.

Figure 4.12: Constant area hydraulic orifice

A value for the orifice area is determined using a Comsol simulation as reference. Based on a no nett
flow actuation pattern, the in- and outflow restrictions in Simscape are tuned to match Comsols in- and
outflow results. The determination of the orifice area values for the in- and outflow is described in Section
5.

6https://nl.mathworks.com/help/physmod/simscape/ref/constantareahydraulicorifice.html
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5 Baseline values and simulation comparison

In Section 4.2 the implementation of the lumped parameter model is described. As mentioned the values
for the in- and outlet represented with a constant hydraulic orifice are to be determined using a fluid
simulation in Comsol. Section 5.1 determines these values base on a no net outflow actuation pattern.
With the obtained values the lumped parameter model can be compared to the fluid simulation in Comsol,
Section 5.2.

5.1 Baseline values

A no nett outflow pattern is used to determine the orifice area values for the in- and outlet in the lumped
parameter model described in Section 4.2. The simulation consists of two actuators moving the membrane
in and out once, when the first actuator is at maximum displacement it starts retracting directly and the
second actuator is activated. Once actuator two reaches maximum displacement it also starts retracting
immediately. In Figure 5.1 the displacement profile of the actuators over time is shown.

Figure 5.1: Displacement profile of the reference
simulation. Actuator 1 is activated at 0s, when
reaching full displacement the actuator starts

retracting immediately, at the same time actuator
2 is activated. Again when the actuator arrives at

maximal displacement, it retracts.

Figure 5.2: Normalised in- and outflow results
from Comsol compared to normalised results given

by Simscape. In red the inflow is shown and in
blue the outflow, the Comsol results are shown

with a straight line and the simscape results with
a dotted line.

Figure 5.2 shows the in- and outflow resulting from the Comsol (continuous lines) situation compared
with the in- and outflow results determined by the Simscape model (dotted lines). The inflow is coloured
blue and the outflow red. The flows are normalised with a displaced volume over time ratio, Section 5
will elaborate more on this normalisation. For comparison, the dotted blue and red lines show an inflow
and outflow when the orifice values are not chosen correctly. With the in- and outflow restriction values
determined, the lumped mass simulation can be compared to the Comsol simulation for a pattern more
representative of a peristaltic wall movement.

5.2 Simulation comparison

With two simulation developed, similarities and differences are investigated. Simulating the same case in
both simulations makes the differences and similarities noticeable. Each simulation, the fluid simulation
(FEM) as well as the lumped mass approach, present an in- and outflow and a conveyed volume graph.
Since the simulation approaches differ, a normalisation is required to compare the results.

Results normalisation
Both simulations have their own approach to model the peristaltic pump, the only thing completely
identical is the actuation pattern. This forms the basis for the pump. Leading parameters for the
actuation pattern are the maximum displacement of the actuator, which determines the amount of volume
being displaced, and the time scale of an actuation cycle. Even though the same actuation pattern is
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used, the displaced volume can differ. In order to correct for this difference a normalisation parameter is
introduced. Equation 5.1 shows how this parameter is determined.

N =
2V

τ
(5.1)

With N the normalisation parameter [m3/s], V the volume displacement (of the first actuator) at
maximum actuator displacement [m3] and τ the cycle time [s]. The results are normalised following
relation 5.2.

Xnormalised =
X

N
(5.2)

Where X is the quantity to be normalised and N is the normalisation parameter [m3/s].

Simulation comparison
A simulation with four equally spaced actuators is used to investigate the similarities and differences
between the fluid simulation and the lumped parameter simulation. Figure 5.3 shows the displacement
profile of the actuators over time, a maximum actuator displacement of 9 mm is used. It can be seen that
the first cycle of actuations, between 0 and 1.5 seconds, differs from the other cycles. More precisely in
the first cycle actuator 1 is activated alone, while in the other cycles this activation coincides with the
last part of the retraction of the fourth actuator. The first actuation cycle is called the initiation.

Figure 5.3: Actuation profile of four equally spaced actuators, with same actuation width. The
displacement for each individual actuator is plotted over time. The actuators are number 1 till 4, with 1
the closest to the inlet and 4 closest to the outlet of the pump. The first cycle differs from the rest (the
initiation), this happens between 0 and 1.5 seconds. From 1.5 seconds the cycle repeats itself every 1.5

seconds.

Once the pump is started the actuation pattern cycle will repeat itself multiple times. A cycle which is
usable for a comparison is the third (between 3 and 4.5 seconds). The first cycle is the initiation and
therefore not usable, the second is not used since it has the initiation previous to it and may have some
residual initiation effects.

First place to look for differences between the simulations is the in- and outflow graph. Figure 5.4 show
the in- and outflow, coloured blue and red respectively, of the third cycle of the reference simulation (3 -
4.5s in Figure 5.3) . The resulting in- and outflow according to the lumped mass simulation are shown
with a dotted line and the results according to the FEM simulation with a continuous line.
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Figure 5.4: 1 cycle Simscape (dotted lines) vs Comsol (straight lines) with an inflow length of 1.5cm and
an outflow length of 4.5 cm. The resistances in Simscape are scaled according to the flow resistance due

to the water column. Inflow is shown in blue and outflow is shown in red.

It can be seen that the in- and outflow pattern in the two simulations match, meaning the characteristics
points (locations of the local minima and maxima) coincide. Also the slopes in the graph match at
multiple placed. The values of the graphs differ at every moment in time. The difference between
the lumped-mass and FEM simulation values does also change over time. One difference between the
programs is found looking at the governing equations. Where Comsol considers mass and momentum
conservation, Simscape models the situation in a more abstract manner with only conservation of mass
taken into account. In Simscape the driving force behind the in- and outflow is the pressure difference
between the chambers, a changing pressure due to a moving piston results in a change in flow direction
instantaneously. This assumption misses the influence of momentum and with it the inertia and viscous
effects in the flow. The influence of momentum on the flow is further investigated.

Momentum
Motion of an actuator brings movement to the fluid, this fluid has momentum once it is in motion. With
momentum dependent on mass and velocity, a method to observe the influence of momentum is changing
the displaced mass. In the Comsol simulation the inlet fluid column and the outlet fluid column are
brought in motion by the movement of the actuator. Changing the length of the in- and outlet changes
the displaced mass, which should effect the momentum of the flow. The influence of momentum on the
resulting in- and outflow can be seen in Figure 5.5. An inlet length of 4.5 cm and an outlet length of 1.5
cm (dotted lines) is compared to an inlet length of 1.5 cm and an outlet length of 4.5 cm (continuous
lines) with the same actuation profile.

Figure 5.5: One cycle simulated in Comsol with different in/outflow length ratio’s. A simulation with an
inflow length of 1.5 cm and an outflow length of 4.5 cm (–) is compared to a simulation with an inflow
length of 4.5 cm and an outflow length of 1.5 cm. The difference illustrates the effect of momentum of

the fluid column. The inflow is shown in blue and the outflow in red.
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The pattern of the in- and outflow is similar, as expected since the same actuation pattern is used. A
large difference can be seen in the amplitude of the graphs, the largest difference is 33%. With these
results the influence of momentum is very observable.

The effect of momentum can also be noticed when a actuation pattern is used which has no nett outflow.
In Figure 5.6 the actuation pattern for such a pump is presented. The pattern is initiated by a single
movement of the first actuator, from the point the first actuator reaches maximum displacement for the
first time both actuators are activated and move opposite to each other. After some cycles of moving in
and out, the first actuator stops its movement and the second actuator ends the simulation by retracting
alone. A maximum actuator displacement of 9 mm is used.

Figure 5.6: Displacement profile of actuator 1 (blue) and actuator 2 (red) for no nett outflow over time.
The pattern is initiated with the individual movement of actuator 1, then actuators 1 and 2 move 180

degrees out phase. The pattern ends with the individual retraction of the second actuator.

In Figures 5.7 the resulting in- and outflow graphs from Comsol and Simscape are compared. At an
initial glance the graphs match closely, to get a better feeling for the difference between the graphs the
percentage difference relative to the Comsol result is shown in Figure 5.8. It shows the difference between
the in- and outflow graphs by subtracting the Comsol value from the Simscape value at every time step
and dividing it by the maximum obtained Comsol value (as reference value). It can be seen that the in-
and outflows match nicely to within 15%.
At the beginning the peaks in Comsol lie above the peaks in Simscape resulting in a positive difference
percentage in Figure 5.8, over time the in- and outflow peaks shift downwards and the difference percentage
as well. This suggests some initial effect which is not accounted for in Simscape disappears over time.
The difference between Comsol and Simscape is not constant during one actuation cycle, the lines cross
explaining the negative and positive differences. This actuation pattern also proves that the main source
of difference between the FEM and lumped mass simulation is the exclusion of momentum. As the initial
effect of momentum damps out in a no-nett-flow pump, the in- and outflow graphs as well as the conveyed
volume graph match.
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Figure 5.7: In- and outflow graphs comparing
simscape and comsol results.

Figure 5.8: Difference in outflow graphs between
Comsol and Simscape. Determined by dividing the

difference by the maximum value of Comsol.

Looking at the conveyed volume, shown in Figure 5.9, the pattern of the curves match. Both have the
same amount of peaks and the tops are located at the same points in time. Where in the in- and outflow
plot the difference in amplitude was difficult to notice, the difference in the conveyed volume graph is
unmistakable. The middles between minima and maxima are highlighted with a star (*). It can be seen
that the Simscape simulation stays around the same mean value, meaning no nett flow, whereas the
Comsol results follow a different trajectory. The mean values follow a transient curve, confirming that an
initial effect damps out over time.

Figure 5.9: Comparison of conveyed volume graph between Comsol (red) and Simscape (blue) for a
no-nett-flow actuation pattern. With a * the middle between a maxima and a minima is shown. A
horizontal line can be seen for the Simscape results and a transient curve for the Comsol results.

This pattern has no nett flow, with the actuators moving out of phase of each other, fluid pushed away
by one actuator is drawn towards the other. In- and outflow are in sync and equal volumes of fluid
are pushed through. As long as the actuators are both activated, no momentum effect influences the
simulation. During the initiation cycle fluid is brought into motion, this fluid column has momentum and
has effect on the flow. After the initiation both actuators are moving with no effect of momentum added
to the flow, the initial momentum effect damps out. At the end of the simulation the second actuator
retracts on its own, at this point again the moving fluid column has momentum effects. This results in
the non-zero line at the end of Figure 5.7 and the slope in Figure 5.9.

It is seen that momentum has a big influence on the pump simulation. The simple lumped-mass approach
does not account for momentum influences, but can predict the pattern of the flow nicely and takes less
computation time. When finding a pattern using this approach the inclusion of momentum can only
improve the actuation pattern and with it the outflow as long as the resulting flow direction is towards
the outlet. This improvement due to momentum can be seen in Figure 5.10. The Simscape simulation
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which does not include momentum has backflow effects (between 2.5 and 3 seconds for example). For
the same actuation pattern the Comsol simulation where momentum is included the backflow is reduced.
The influence of resulting flow direction can clearly be shown using the no-nett flow pumping actuation
pattern reversed. When first actuating the second actuator followed by the first, the direction of the flow
is reversed. Figure 5.11 shows the conveyed volume resulting from this simulation. As can be seen instead
of increasing as in Figure 5.9 the flow decreases, corresponding with a resulting flow in the opposite
direction.

Figure 5.10: Two cycles of an actuation pattern
which has a nett outflow, comparison between the
Comsol (red) and Simscape (blue) results. In- and
outflow lengths and actuation pattern are equal.

Figure 5.11: Conveyed volume resulting from the
no-pumping simulation where the second actuator

is displaced first. The resulting flow is in the
opposite direction compared to a pattern where the

first actuator is activated first.

Implementation in lumped-mass model
It is researched if the inertia behaviour can be added in the developed lumped-mass simulation. Simscape
offers a inertia block to include momentum effects in the model, it is shown in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Inertia block in Matlab Simscape, used to investigate if momentum effects can be added
easily in the lumped-parameter model.

The fluid inertia block models a pressure difference, due to change in fluid velocity, across a fluid passage
of constant cross-sectional area 7. Figure 5.13 shows the effect of inertia in the lumped-mass model
compared to the FEM simulation, only the outflow results are shown since the inflow shows similar trends.
Inertia is included in multiple ways to see if the behaviour seen in Comsol could be matched with a simple
adjustment in Simscape. The following methods have been tested:

1. inertia sizes: include an inertia fluid block at the in- and outlet of the pump (between resistance 1
and 2 and between resistance 5 and 6 in Figure 4.5).

2. middle inertias: place an inertia block between all resistances.

3. x10 sides: in a simulation with inertia blocks positioned between all resistances, increase the outer
two blocks by a factor 10.

4. diff in/out inertia ratio: in a simulation with inertia blocks positioned between all resistances,
change the values of the two outer blocks.

The results are compared to the Comsol results and a Simscape simulation not including momentum
(called no inertia).

7https://nl.mathworks.com/help/physmod/simscape/ref/fluidinertia.html
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Figure 5.13: Outflow results visualizing the effects of inertia in the Simscape simulation. Baseline are the
simulations without inertia (red) and the Comsol results (light blue). Inertia is included as volume

columns at the in/outlet (dark blue) and volumes between the actuators (yellow). The inertias at the
ends are increased (purple) and another ratio is tried (green).

It can be seen that any inclusion of an inertia block has effect on the outflow, as expected. Interesting is
that every effect makes the difference with Comsol smaller at some times and bigger at others, like the
different inertia ratio line (green) which moves towards the Comsol results between 1.5 and 2 seconds,
but the differences increases again between 2 and 3 seconds. The influence of momentum is highest at
high velocities, typically around actuator depressions. This brings us to a problem, since the pre-scribed
inertia block in Simscape cannot be used for changing flow areas. So the section experiencing the highest
velocities and therefore largest inertia effects cannot be included in the current used lumped mass approach.
The complex inertia phenomenon included in Comsol is not easily added to the current lumped-mass
simulation, a different simulation approach is required.

Instead of the 0D lumped mass simulation based on moving pistons and flow resistances, a 1D model with
of discrete pump sections is proposed. All with variable cross section. The complete mass and momentum
conservations should be included. Using this approach asks for a change in flow resistance determination.
Figure 5.14 shows this simulation approach together with the developed models in this project. Above
the lumped mass approximation without momentum influences, in the middle the proposed 1D simulation
built from discretised elements and below the FEM model.

Figure 5.14: Simulation methods, above the lumped-mass approach without momentum influences, in the
middle a possible advancement of the lumped-mass model to include momentum by discretising, below

using a FEM simulation.
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5.3 High frequency pressure oscillations

In a laminar and steady flow the velocity profile takes the shape of a parabolic. Looking at the developing
velocity profile in the peristaltic pump simulation the following is observed (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15: Velocity profile over the tube inlet at t = 0.0375s.

The velocity profile is taken at the inlet in the Comsol simulation, clearly noticeable is the non-parabolic
shape. Taking a step back to understand the phenomena: moving an actuator inwards results in a local
pressure change and displaces fluid in both directions towards the in/outlet due to the movement of the
wall. The resulting pressure difference with the in- and outlet (which are equal to 0 Pa) together with the
momentum of the moved fluid column determines the direction of the fluid flow. Figure 5.16 shows the
pressure distribution in the channel at t = 0.0375s originating from the actuator movement.

Figure 5.16: Pressure in the tube inlet at t = 0.0375s. Inlet is right and outlet is left, due to rotation of
the graph with 90 degrees. Boundary conditions set in/outlet pressures at 0 Pa, movement of an actuator

changes the pressure locally.

Looking from the inlet, at maximum actuator displacement a negative pressure arises, which makes
the flow direction from the inlet towards the actuator and from the outlet towards the actuator. At
the boundaries of the velocity profile (in Figure 5.15) the velocity direction coincides with the pressure
difference and in the middle with the flow direction of the moving fluid. The velocity at the sides is
low enough to change according to the driving pressure difference, but in the middle a fluid column is
brought into motion due to the actuation. Due to the momentum the direction is not changed as easily
and this behaviour over powers the pressure difference. The pressure difference does slow it down over
time though and when the velocity is low enough the direction of the flow will also be in the direction of
the pressure difference.

This same phenomenon in the velocity profile is observed by C. Meuleman in her research for unsteady
internal flow occuring in a channel when the fluid is drived by periodic changes in pressure [11]. A velocity
profile over the height of a channel resulting from the study is shown in Figure 5.17. Pressure oscillations
are applied at the outlet, resulting in a constant changing pressure difference over the channel. The shape
of the velocity profile depends on the point in the oscillation and the resulting pressure difference. A
shape similar to the velocity profile in our simulation is observed, with the velocity direction at the sides
opposite to the direction in the middle.
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Figure 5.17: Velocity profile over channel height at different time steps in oscillating pressure difference
[11]. The shape of the profile depends on the phase of the oscillation, at 6.4 s the flow at the edges is

backwards.

This behaviour can occur when momentum and the pressure difference are in the same order of magnitude.
A way to check if this is the case, is with the Stokes number (Equation 5.3) which characterises the
relative importance of the time-dependant inertia term with respect to the viscous term.

α =
h

2

√
n

ν
(5.3)

Where h is the height of the channel [m], n = 2πf with f the frequency of the oscillation [1/s] and ν the
kinematic viscosity of the fluid [m2/s].

Based on the Stokes number three regions are identified [11]:

• For slow oscillations (α < 0.5) the velocity distribution has the same phase as the pressure gradient
that forces it and a parabolic velocity profile is obtained. Meaning the the flow can be treated
quasi-steady.

• For high oscillations (α > 80) most of the flow can be treated as inviscid, no viscous resistance to
the motion. The relation between the pressure oscillation and the mass flow is mainly based on the
inertia of the inviscid fluid.

• The region in between (0.5 < α < 80), the viscous, convective, unsteady, and pressure terms are of
the same order of magnitude. In this case the momentum equation comes with a correction term.

With a height of 1 cm and water as working fluid, the period (T = 1
f ) for one actuation takes above

600 seconds or below 0.025 seconds to not need a correction term integrated in the lumped parameter
model to predict the flow accurately. With a period of 1.5 seconds, a channel height of 1 cm and water as
working fluid. This results in α = 10.23, based on this number a correction term is required.

The region requiring a correction term is split into two, a region needing the full correction term and a
region where the correction term decreases (relaxation). For 0.5 < α < 2 the momentum equation with
the correction term expressed in terms of the wall shear stress is found by adding the correction term (χ)
in the momentum equation, 5.4 [11].

dṁ

dt
= −A∆p

L
+ 2b(τwqs

− χ) (5.4)

Where χ is the correction term, derived according to Equation 5.5[11].

χ = C
h2

ν

dτwqs

dṁ

ṁ

dt
= −ρκhπf (5.5)

With ρ the density of the fluid, κ a constant assuming harmonic movement κ = 1, h the height of the
channel and f the frequency of the oscillations. The constant C depends on the geometry and the viscosity
of the flow.
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For 2 < α < 80 the momentum equation with correction factor also includes a relaxation term, for
increasing α the influence of the correction factor decreases. The relaxation equation of the correction
term is according to[11]:

τ
dχ

dt
= C

h2

ν

dτwqs

dṁ

dṁ

dt
− χ (5.6)

With τ is derived from the Stokes number (α), Equation 5.3[11].

τ =
h2π

2να2
(5.7)

As the current lumped parameter model does not include momentum the presented correction and
relaxation relations cannot be included. It could be included if the proposed 1D discretised lumped
parameter model was used, as this includes conservation of momentum.
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6 Optimisation

In Chapter 5 a 0D lumped-volume, lumped-resistance based simplified flow model was introduced. Though
it is not able to perfectly reproduce the results obtained by the full FEM based comsol model, this
simplified and fast approach is ideally suited for iteration based optimisation.

With the lumped-parameter simulation an initial guess of the outflow patterns of the pump based on
the actuation pattern is predicted. This model calculates the output in around 10 seconds to compute
6 actuation cycles, whereas a FEM simulation takes approximately 40 minutes to compute 4 actuation
cycles.

In this section an actuation pattern optimisation strategy is introduced and two optimisation studies are
performed. For the optimisations run in this work the goal is to achieve an outflow as high yet steady as
possible. Other optimisation targets are also possible. When optimising for a double target a complexity
is added, as trying to satisfy both targets asks for a trade off between constancy and magnitude. A ratio
of the targets solves this complexity as now a single optimum possible.

For the optimisation the lumped-based Simscape simulation is used, without inclusion of momentum as
described in the previous chapter. The system schematics can be seen in Figure 4.5. The peristaltic
motion transporting the fluid is prescribed by the combination of the actuation patterns for all individual
actuators. A detailed description of the mathematical function describing an actuator displacement in
the Simscape model is described in Chapter 4.2. Looking at the pattern of an actuator, the following
parameters can be altered:

• Actuation timing

– Starting time

– Cycle time

– Activation time

• Actuator dimensions

– Width of actuator

– Maximum displacement of an actuator

Figure 6.1 shows the parameters associated with the actuation timing. The simulation starts with no
actuators activated, the flow passage is opened. The starting time (ton) for each actuator is the time
the actuator is initiated, this is specified as the time half way the displacement. The cycle time (tcycle)
indicates the time between the start of one actuation till the start of the next actuation. tactive is the
activation time, which represents the time the actuator is actuated. This is the time between the midpoint
of the opening transient and the midpoint of the closing transient. Actuator states changes between
”open” and ”closed” stage, which indicates no displacement and maximum displacement of the actuator
respectively.

Figure 6.1: Parameters to prescribe actuation timing. The actuator state changes between ”open” and
”closed”, indicating zero and maximal actuator displacement respectively. ton is the starting time of the

actuation, tactive is the activation time and tcycle is the cycle time.
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As shown in the previous section for a working peristaltic pump it is important that the resulting flow
direction is towards the outflow. To obtain a resulting flow directed towards the outflow and to stay true
to the peristaltic flow phenomenon, the actuators will be actuated in order from inlet to outlet. This
already rules out a number of actuation pattern options, reducing the size of the design space.

6.1 Algorithm based optimisation

Taking a step back to evaluate the simulation and come up with a optimisation strategy: The developed
Simscape simulation gives as output the inflow, outflow and conveyed volume over time which result from
the actuation pattern.

Optimisation algorithm
The parameters for the actuation pattern have a opperating range adding constrains to the optimisation.
With the simulation behaviour nonlinear, a possible optimisation algorithm for a constrained nonlinear
multivariable function is fmincon 8, which is available in MathWorks Matlab. Since Simscape is an
extension of Matlab it allows for an easy data exchange. Fmincon finds the minimum of an objective
function using a variable input design space and a derivative based method. Starting from an initial guess
the algorithm tries in multiple parameter directions to find a lower value for the objective function, based
on the derivative to this next point. Employing a (derivative based) search algorithm for the complicated
multi-variable optimisation task is preferred over a brute-force approach where all possible parameter
combinations are computed explicitely. But using this approach, the algorithm can also get stuck in a
local minima rather than finding the global minimum.

Every input parameter has a contribution to the derivative, in order to treat all parameters equal all
constraint ranges are normalised to a range between 1 and 10. Note that this range is arbitrary chosen,
though zero is explicitly excluded from the range.

The initial guess has a high influence on the solution if multiple local minima are present. In order to
account for this problem a specified design space is required.

Another point to consider using the fmincon algorithm is the fact that the result of the objective function
has to be a scalar. Given the double optimisation target of high and constant outflow a cost function
describing the importance of these aspects relative to each other is required. The used objective function
will be explained in Section 6.2. Lastly special attention is required for the tolerances accounted for in
fmincon and in the Simscape solver, since the minimisation scalar is dependant on the simulation results.
If the accuracy of the Simscape results is too low the minimisation function cannot see differences and
therefore cannot find an optimum.

By default the solving algorithm used by fmincon is the interior-point algorithm, which is recommended
by Mathworks9 because this algorithm proves useful for most optimisations. To verify and get acquainted
with the functionality of this algorithm a test is performed. For this test the parameter space is limited to
start times of actuator 2 and 3, making it possible to perform a brute-force computation of all parameter
combinations. The optimum found by the algorithm is compared to the solution field obtained by
brute-force. The contour plot can be seen in Figure 6.2. Two parameter spaces are used to compare the
optimisation to research the influence on the found optimum. In graph 6.2a the design space for the two
parameters (X1 and X2) is large, the white dotted square shows the design space for the two parameters
used in graph 6.2b. With a red star the optimum according to fmincon found in the large design spaces is
indicated, the white star indicates the fmincon optimum found using the narrowed design space.

It can be seen that in the investigated design space shows one clear optimal range, both optimisation
runs find this optimum. Taking a closer look at the narrowed design space, the optimum obtained with
the narrowed design space is slightly closer to the optimal region than the optimum found with the large
design space. It is decided that an initial big sweep is performed to get an idea for the optimum location
and with a narrowed sweep this optimum can be found. Since the interior-point algorithm proved to give
sufficient results other algorithms are not further investigated.

8https://nl.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/fmincon.html
9https://nl.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/choosing-the-algorithm
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Figure 6.2: Contour plot showing the results of a fmincon optimisation varying two parameters (X1 and
X2). To verify the optimum (lowest value) all possible parameter combinations are simulated and plotted
with the minimisation function value expressed in the colourbar. An optimum is determined using a large
design space (red star) and an optimum is determined using a narrowed design space (white star). Graph
a shows the large design space with the found optima, graph b the narrowed design space with the same
optima. The white dotted square in graph a shows the parameter ranges for the narrowed design space.

In short the following conclusions can be drawn and should be paid attention to in the fmincon optimisation
algorithm:

• Input parameters ranges are normalised to a 1-10 range.

• The interior-point algorithm proved sufficient to find optima.

• Initial guesses have a large influence on the found optimum.

• Fmincon can only handle a single (scalar) optimisation target, for a multi-target optimisation a
cost function expressing the weight of each target has to be used.

• The tolerances of the Simscape model should be high enough for the fmincon algorithm to find an
optimum.

• Fmincon has difficulty finding an optimum located at the edges of a parameter domain, so the
design space has to be chosen large enough to capture all values of interest within the boundaries.

Process
As stated the initial guess used by the fmincon algorithm can have a large influence on the optimisation
results. Because it is hard to determine if a local or global optimum is found based on only the fmincon
input a combination of sweeps and fmincon optimisations is desirable. The following step-by-step plan is
used:

1. An initial idea of performance variation over the design space is obtained through performing a
big sweep, meaning for some parameters in the parameter range the lumped-mass simulation is
performed. Plotting the outflow against the constancy of the outflow spans up a Pareto front of
the design space as well as the ratio of the two. With these results an initial idea is formed for
favourable parameter values and combinations.

2. The large parameter range as is used as input for the fmincon algorithm.

3. Based on the favourable parameters from the big sweep the parameter range can be narrowed and a
detailed sweep is performed. These results are used to compare the optimum found by fmincon to.

4. In order to see if an even better optimum can be found the parameter ranges from the detailed
sweep are also used as input for a fmincon optimisation.
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6.2 Optimisation criteria

An outflow as high and constant as possible is desired, from the simulations results quantities who describe
this behaviour are required. The conveyed volume is a simulation output, describing the cumulative flow
through the outlet of the pump integrated over the duration of the simulation. Initiation effects can
influence the total displaced volume, therefore the initiation cycle of the simulation is not taken into
account, as described by Equation 6.1.

Qtot =

∫ tend

t0

V̇out dt (6.1)

With t0 the start time [s], tend the end time an integer amount of cycles after t0 [s] and V̇out the volume
flow rate through the outlet [m3/s]. Figure 6.3 shows a graphical representation. t0 is indicated with
a red star (*) and tend with a black one. The total displaced volume is determined by subtracting the
displaced volume after initialization (at t0) from the displaced volume at the end of the simulation (at
tend).

To characterise the constancy of the outflow the deviation of the outflow is determined using root mean
squared. The mathematical expression can be seen in Equation 6.2.

σ =

√
(
∫ tend

t0
V̇outdt− V̇mean)2

tend − t0
(6.2)

With V̇out the flowrate at the outlet [cm3/s], V̇mean the mean flowrate at the outlet [cm3/s], t0 the starting
time of the pump cycles [s] and tend the end time of the pump cycles [s]. An outflow as constant is
indicated by minimal peak amplitudes around the mean outflow. In Figure 6.4 a graphical representation
is shown. t0 can be seen after a finished initialization (red star) and tend at the end of the simulation
(black star).

Figure 6.3: Conveyed volume results which is used
to determine the amount of displaced volume

through the outlet. Initiation effects are neglected
so the displaced volume is between t0 (red) and
tend (black). The time between t0 and tend is
always an integer amount of actuation cycles.

Figure 6.4: Inflow and outflow simulation results,
where the outflow is used to determine the

variation on the outflow. Initiation effects are not
considered, the deviation from the mean outflow
(σ) is determined over t0 (red) till tend (black).

The choice for the fmincon optimisation algorithm comes with a requirement for one minimisation function
with a scalar output. To take both the constancy of the outflow as well as the magnitude of outflow into
account. Amount of outflow and deviation of the outflow are considered equally important, so the ratio
of the two is used as minimisation function. Since the outflow can equal zero and the deviation not likely,
the ratio is chosen volume over deviation. For an optimal flow the outflow is high and the deviation is
low corresponding with a high ratio, the minimisation function (fmin) then becomes the negative ratio of
volume over deviation (Equation 6.3).
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fmin = −Qtot

σ
(6.3)

With σ the standard deviation of the mean flow according to Equation 6.2 [m3/s] and Qtot the total
conveyed volume according to Equation 6.1 [m3].

6.3 Optimise results for prototype pump design

Staying true to the original peristaltic pump design described in the paper from E.Sideris [1], the first
optimisation uses four identical actuators equally spaced over the membrane.

Assumptions and parameter ranges
From the basic working principle of a peristaltic pump, the design space can be narrowed down before
optimisation starts. The following assumptions and constraints are put in place:

• To stay with the original idea of an peristaltic pump, the actuators will be actuated in order from
in- to outlet.

• A peristaltic motion requires a repeating pattern, therefore the cycle time of all actuators are chosen
equal.

• The original pump has identical actuator dimensions equally spaced over the membrane. For the
optimisation the actuators are assumed identical, only time parameters for actuator pattern are
considered.

• Time to reach full displacement (2·dt) is taken constant and equal for every actuator.

• Starting time from first actuator is fixed.

• Every cycle time can result in another optimum, therefore it is chosen to fix the cycle time for this
optimisation.

• The maximum displacement of the actuators are equal and chosen 9 mm in a channel of 11 mm.

Table 6.1 shows the input parameter ranges used for the sweeps and the optimisation. Based on the results
of the large sweep the parameter ranges for the narrowed sweep and optimisation are determined.

Table 6.1: Parameter ranges for optimisation for an equal actuator width pump design.

Sweep fmincon
large narrowed large narrowed

starting time [s]
actuator 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
actuator 2 0.3 - 0.5 0.35 - 0.45 0.3 - 0.5 0.35 - 0.45
actuator 3 0.6 - 0.9 0.65 - 0.75 0.6 - 0.9 0.65 - 0.75
actuator 4 1.0 - 1.3 0.95 - 1.1 1.0 - 1.3 0.95 - 1.1

activation time [s]
actuator 1 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8
actuator 2 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.8
actuator 3 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.7 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.7
actuator 4 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.7 0.6 - 0.8 0.6 - 0.7

cycle time [s] 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

dt [s] 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

actuator width [m] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Results
In a Pareto front in Figure 6.12 all outflow and constancy results from the tried parameter combinations
during the optimisation are shown. With amount of outflow (Qtot) plotted against the constancy of
the outflow (σ). Note that fmincon choses its own evaluation points (parameter combinations). With a
desired flow as high and constant as possible, Qtot should be high and σ low. In the Pareto front this
corresponds with the point closes to the right bottom corner, which is found in the top right corner.

It can be seen that the big sweep covers a variety of parameter combinations, the fmincon algorithm
covers roughly the same ground and is concentrated around the found optimum. Narrowing the sweep
parameters results in many simulations around the optimum. Due to the narrowing another optimum
is found than the optimum found by fmincon with a big parameter space. Performing the fmincon
optimisation on the narrowed design space, an even better point is found indicated with a black star and
arrow.

Figure 6.5: Performed sweep and optimisation results expressed in a Pareto front. In blue the large
parameter range sweep and in red the narrowed parameter range sweep. The same large parameter

ranges are used for the fmincon optimisation algorithm (yellow). The narrowed parameter range was
input for the purple fmincon optimisation results, resulting in the optimum indicated with the black

arrow and star.

The input parameters corresponding to the obtained optimum can be seen in Table 6.4. The starting
time and activation time found by the algorithm are different for actuator 1 till 4, the cycle time was set
equal for all. These parameters correspond with the actuation pattern shown in Figure 6.6.

Table 6.2: Input parameters leading to the optimum outflow.

Starting time [s] Activation time [s]
Cycle time [s]

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
0.2 0.45 0.7 1 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.55 1.5
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Pattern comparison
L.Verberne [5] used an actuation pattern for his Bachelor Final Project, this pattern was used as reference
pattern and is shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.6: Optimal actuation pattern found by
fmincon, built from the individual patterns of

actuator 1 till 4 over time. The maximal
displacement is 9 mm.

Figure 6.7: Actuation pattern used by L.Verberne
[5], built from the individual patterns of actuator 1

till 4 over time. The maximal displacement is 9
mm.

It is interesting to see that the spacing between the starting times of the optimal pattern are not identical,
there is 0.25 seconds between actuator 1 and 2 while between actuator 3 and 4 there is 0.3 seconds. Also
the activation time is different for each actuator. The reference pattern has equal activation times and
equal time between each actuator activation. Another difference between the different pattern is in the
continuity of the pattern. The found optimum has at the end of a cycle a moment where no actuator is
near the full displacement, while the reference pattern has always an actuator at maximum displacement.
The effect of the different actuation patterns can be seen in the conveyed volume graph, shown in Figure
6.8.

Figure 6.8: Conveyed volume graphs comparing the reference actuation pattern used by L.Verberne with
the found optimum actuation pattern.

Clearly it can be seen that the amount of outflow is higher in the optimum pattern than the reference
pattern. The percentage of backflow is also less. Positive outflow results in a positive slope of the conveyed
volume graph, between 3 and 4 seconds for the optimum pattern and between 3.7 and 4.5 seconds for the
reference pattern. Backflow results in a negative slope in the conveyed volume plot, between 2.5 and
3 seconds for the optimum and between 3 and 3.7 seconds for the reference pattern. The percentage
backflow of the positive flow is 44 % for the optimum pattern and 65% for the reference pattern. The
observed improvement is also supported by the results from the minimization function (fmin in Equation
6.3), which are 2.37 and 1.37 for the optimisation and the reference pattern respectively.
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Simulation comparison
As expected, with order of actuation from inlet to outlet the resulting flow direction is towards the outlet
which improved the outflow.

Figure 6.9: Conveyed volume graphs comparing the found optimum actuation pattern in Simscape (blue)
with the Comsol results (red).

6.4 Optimisation for unequal chamber ratios

Literature states that a way to make the outflow more constant is to increase the volume displaced
by the second actuator [12]. The idea is to mimic a positive displacement pump, where the first and
last actuators serve as valves and the second actuator serves as pumping chamber with a volume three
times as large as the volume of the others. To follow the idea presented in the paper the volume of the
first and last actuator are set equal. In order to compare different actuator volume ratios, the total
volume is kept constant. By means of the mutual volume ratios the displaced volume of every actuator is
determined.

The paper presents an actuation pattern, which can be seen in Figure 6.10. It is interesting to see that
the activation time of the first three actuators are equal (1 second) and the fourth differs (0.5 seconds),
whereas in the previous found optimum the activation times only matched for actuator 2 and 3. In the
found pattern also the time between the starting times of the actuators differed, while in the pattern
presented by Hoffmeier these are equal (0.5 seconds).

Figure 6.10: Actuation pattern for constant volume according to K.Hoffmeier [12]. Initialisation is the
first 1.5 seconds, the actuation duration for all actuators is equal and the time between the starting times

of actuators are equal as well.
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Using this pattern on a equal actuator pump design does not result in a constant flow, this can be seen in
Figure 6.11 (red). Changing the volume ratios from 1:1:1:1 to 1:3:1:1 as specified in the paper results in
an outflow with little backflow. The outflow over constancy ratio increases from 0.29 for equal actuators
to 3.50 when the second actuator displaces three times as much volume as the others.

Figure 6.11: Conveyed volume resulting from found optimum actuation pattern (blue), the paper
actuation pattern applied on four equal actuator volumes (red) and on a different volume ratio (1:3:1:1,

volume 2 is three times the other volumes) which is visible in yellow.

Assumptions and parameter ranges
In order to narrow the design space for an optimisation some assumptions are required, which are listed
below.

• To stay with the original idea of an peristaltic pump, the actuators will be actuated in order from
in- to outlet.

• A peristaltic motion requires a repeating pattern, therefore the cycle time of all actuators are chosen
equal.

• Literature suggests a larger second actuator results in a more constant outflow. For the optimisation
the relative actuator volume ratio of actuator 1 and 4 are set equal to 1. The relative volume ratio
of actuator 2 and 3 are set as additional optimisation parameters.

• Time to reach full displacement (2·dt) is taken constant and equal for every actuator.

• Starting time from first actuator is fixed.

• Every cycle time can result in another optimum, therefore it is chosen to fix the cycle time for this
optimisation.

• The maximum displacement of the actuators are equal and chosen 9 mm in a channel of 11 mm.

Table 6.3 shows the input parameter ranges for the sweeps and the optimisation. Based on the results of
the large sweep the parameter ranges for the narrowed sweep and the optimisation are determined.
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Table 6.3: Parameter ranges for optimisation with volume ratios included.

Sweep fmincon
large narrowed large narrowed

starting time [s]
actuator 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
actuator 2 0.25 - 0.45 0.35 - 0.45 0.25 - 0.45 0.35 - 0.45
actuator 3 0.55 - 0.95 0.7 - 0.8 0.55 - 0.95 0.7 - 0.8
actuator 4 0.95 - 1.75 1.0 - 1.2 0.95 - 1.75 1.0 - 1.2
activation time [s]
actuator 1 0.4 - 0.8 0.5 - 0.7 0.4 - 0.8 0.5 - 0.7
actuator 2 0.7 - 0.9 0.7 - 0.8 0.7 - 0.9 0.7 - 0.8
actuator 3 0.7 - 0.9 0.7 - 0.8 0.7 - 0.9 0.7 - 0.8
actuator 4 0.7 - 0.9 0.75 - 0.85 0.7 - 0.9 0.75 - 0.85
Volume ratio [-]
actuator 1 1 1 1 1
actuator 2 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4
actuator 3 1-4 1 1-4 1
actuator 4 1 1 1 1

Cycle time [s] 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

dt [s] 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

actuator width [m] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Results
With the knowledge that the volume ratios of the actuators could improve the outflow of the pump
another optimisation is performed where the mutual volume ratios of actuator 2 and 3 respective to
chambers 1 and 4 can change. Volume ratios for actuator 1 and 4 remain equal to one, to maintain the
valve effect. Following the same optimisation procedure results in the following pareto front.

Figure 6.12: Performed sweep and optimisation results expressed in a Pareto front. In blue the large
parameter range sweep and in red the narrowed parameter range sweep. The same large parameter

ranges are used for the fmincon optimisation algorithm (yellow). The narrowed parameter range was
input for the purple fmincon optimisation results, resulting in the optimum indicated with the black

arrow and star.
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The input parameters resulting in the optimum outflow can be seen in Table 6.4. The time between
the starting times and the activation time is different for actuator 1 till 4, the cycle time is equal for
all.

Table 6.4: Input parameters leading to the optimum outflow.

Starting time [s] Activation time [s] Volume ratio [-]
Cycle time [s]

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
0.2 0.41 0.75 1.1 0.60 0.74 0.75 0.80 1 3.21 1 1 1.5

These parameters correspond with the actuation pattern shown in Figure 6.13. The maximum displacement
is set on 9 mm and identical for every actuator. Compared to the optimum found for the simulation with
equal actuator widths in this pattern an actuator is always active.

Figure 6.13: Found optimum pattern when changing volume ratios is allowed.

The conveyed volume resulting from this actuation pattern is shown in Figure 6.14 together with the
conveyed volume resulting from the pattern presented by K.Hoffmeier. At a first glace it can seen that
the amount of flow much higher for this new pattern, but it also comes with more backflow. The volume
over constancy ratio is increased with this pattern and volume ratios from 3.5 to 3.75.

Figure 6.14: Conveyed volume graphs comparing the actuation pattern introduced by K.Hoffmeier (red)
with the actuation pattern found when the volume ratios can be altered (yellow) and the optimum found

for the pump with equal actuators (blue).
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Simulation comparison
In Comsol the displaced area of the actuator 2 is made a factor 3.21 bigger by increasing the actuator
width. With the maximum displacement following the same pattern and a constant width multiplied
with a factor 3.21 the volume displaced enlarges with the same factor. With the expectation that the
conveyed volume results from Comsol will be better due to the outlet pointed flow direction i.e. positive
momentum flux, the results are compared in Figure 6.15. It can be seen that the backflow in Comsol
completely disappears and an almost constant outflow is reached.

Figure 6.15: Conveyed volume graphs comparing the reference actuation pattern used by L.Verberne
with the found optimum actuation pattern.

When looking at the in- and outlet graph an interesting thing is observed, Figure 6.16. The Comsol
and Simscape curves match in shape nicely, but between 2.5 and 3.3 seconds the difference between the
curves grows. At 2.5 seconds the shapes also differ, precisely corresponding with the activation of the
second actuator. This would suggest that the current situation is not well approached in the Simscape
simulation.

Figure 6.16: The in- and outflow results from the Simscape (- -) optimum is compared with the results
(with this same pattern) from Comsol (-). The shape of the curves match nicely, except during 2.5 and
2.3 seconds. One cycle further the same happens (from 4 seconds). The difference between the curves

increases and at 2.5s the patterns differ and cross each other.
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At the times the second actuator is not activated the shapes of the in- and outflow match nicely. This
suggests that the simplified lumped-mass approximation holds when the actuators are the same and the
ratio between those determines the flow. If all actuators shapes would equally change the approximation
still holds since the mutual relation remains the same. Changing only one actuator disrupts the relation
and results in slight differences in predicted flows.

Though the validity of the simscape approximation breaks down slightly when using non-constant chamber
volume ratios the obtained pattern and volume ratio combination does yield an improved outflow both in
comsol and simscape simulations. This indicates that changing the second actuator volume is indeed a
way to improve the outflow. Since the discrepancy between comsol and simscape predictions increases
somehwat there is no guarantee that the found volume ratios and actuation timings are indeed optimal. A
reccommendation for future work would be to investigate capturing the resistance effect a wider actuator
has on the flow in the Simscape model.
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7 Conclusion and recommendations

Conclusions
Exploratory research on modelling the prototype peristaltic pump has been performed by L.Verberne
during his bachelor final project at TU/e. He investigated the modelling of a discretely actuated linear
peristaltic pump [5], Chapter 2 elaborates on his work. A 2D axis-symmetric tube model in Comsol
Multiphysics is proposed, combining a structural (wall model) and fluid model through a Fluid-Structure
Interaction interface condition. This work is heavily based on a paper presented by Comsol Multiphysics [2]
in which a similar 2D axis-symmetric simulation is performed with a continuously propagating peristaltic
motion.

From analysing the proposed simulation methods in Section 2.2 the following limitations were found and
addressed in the new developed simulation (presented in Chapter 3):

• The simulated geometry and load case (tube loaded by circumferential contraction) are not repre-
sentative of the prototype pump design [1], furthermore that load case is inherently unfavourable
as it results in extremely high stresses. Rather the developed design consists of a fixed bottom
plate covered by an actuated membrane sheet. To better model this a 2D infinite sheet model was
proposed and implemented (Chapter 3), better reflecting the design and load case whilst avoiding
the additional complexity and computation time associated with a 3D model.

• The proposed simulation method prescribe wall displacement on a limited band associated with
each actuator, the surrounding material follows this deformation. This way of prescribing the
deformation is not suited for the planar sheet model, as the low out of plane stifness would result in
the collapse of the entire sheet. To work around this problem the entirety of the wall displacement
was prescribed in the new simulation. An added advantage of prescribing the entirety of the wall
deformation is that the stress discontinuities and high stress concentrations associated with the
partially prescribed method are avoided. The external application of force is dominated by material
stress rather than fluid pressure, allowing the new simulation to focus on the reaction of the fluid to
the moving membrane. The applied wall displacement consists of a function describing the shape
and a second to discribe the displacement over time. The shape is inspired by wall movements
resulting from the load cases presented in the exploratory research in Chapter 2.

• A limit to the maximal computable deformation in Comsol found in the exploratory research. The
proposed simulations use a moving mesh, upon wall movement the mesh elements also deform at a
certain point the Comsol solver can no longer find a solution to the system of equations. The effect
of mesh quality on validity of the solution was investigated in Section 3.4. It was found that accurate
results can be obtained for a highly deformed mesh. If the long axis of the stretched elements is
aligned with the primary direction of flow a coarse mesh suffices. When flow is perpendicular to the
long element axis a refined mesh is required for adequate solutions.

A 0D lumped parameter model was developed and implemented in Matlab Simscape, described in Chapter
4.2. This model is based on mass, volume and pressure conservation equations, directional momentum not
modelled explicitly. The geometry is subdivided in chambers, each associated with the volume between
two actuator centres. Flow between adjacent chambers passes through a resistance, the magnitude of
which is directly related to the channel height at that intersection. The absolute value of the resistances
is irrelevant, only the ratio of resistances counts.

The model was validated through comparison with the 2D planar sheet Comsol model in Chapter 5. It
was found that the overall in- and outflow patterns are captured accurately, all characteristic points in
both curves match. Compared to the Simscape values, Comsol values appear to have an offset in positive
flow direction. This is the result of fluid momentum sustaining the flow when the actuators are at rest.
Possibilities to include fluid momentum in the model have been researched, in order to do this another
modelling strategy has to be used. Despite not including the momentum continuation effect it is felt the
lumped parameter model is a useful tool for actuation pattern optimisation purposes. Excluding the
smoothing momentum effects mean the underlying transport principle is better highlighted.

The lumped parameter model lends itself to iteration based optimisation techniques, taking 10 seconds
to solve for 6 actuation cycles. In comparison Comsol takes around 40 minutes to solve for 3 actuation
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cycles.

The performed optimisation study is introduced in Chapter 6, it combines parameter sweeps (pareto
optimisation) and a fmincon optimisation algorithm. From an initial sweep the parameter space is limited
by identifying the parameter combinations that cannot provide the desired result. Based on the optimum
found by fmincon for this parameter space, a second sweep is performed to further limit the parameter
space. The second run of the fmincon algorithm further improves the previously found optimum. In
this work the negative ratio of conveyed volume over consistence of outflow is used as minimisation
target.

An actuation optimisation is performed for the prototype pump design (Section 6.3, which consists of four
equally spaced actuators. From the initial sweep it was found that the parameter space can be limited
to cases where the actuators are actuated in order of position. The actuation cycle time is set constant
for every actuator as well as the time an actuator needs to reach full displacement. Maximal actuator
displacement is set at 9 mm.

From the optimisation it was found that the start of actuation delay between actuator 1 and 2 increases
between actuator 3 and 4. Another interesting observation is that actuator 1 is kept at full displacement
longer than actuators 2, 3 and 4. This is indicative of the ”valve” function of the first actuator, limiting
backflow over the majority of the cycle. Another interesting observation is that subsequent cycles are kept
separate, actuator 1 starts to move only after actuator 4 has nearly reached maximum opening.

In literature it was found that the uniformity of the outflow can be improved by increasing the relative
size of the second actuator [12]. To evaluate this an optimisation was performed for a design space
including the second actuator volume (Section 6.4). From the optimisation it was found that the best
results are obtained when the second actuator is 3.21 times the size of the others (in line with by literature
suggested value of 3). Under these conditions the minimisation target is decreased by a factor of 1.6. The
conveyed volume is slightly higher as well as more constant. It must be mentioned that the discrepancy
between the Comsol predicted in- and outflow patterns starts to increase, the validity of the resistance
ratio based on channel height breaks down under these conditions. Interesting to note that the time each
actuator is kept at full displacement increases from actuator 1 to 4 contrary to the observed decrease for
the uniformly sized actuator case presented before.

Recommendations for future work
From the performed modelling and analysis work a number of recommendations can be made for future
work on the smart-actuator based peristaltic pump project.

In this work FEM based modelling of the fluid flow resulting from wall displacement was approached in a
2D planar sheet fashion using a prescribed wall displacement. This simplification was necessitated by
the lack of structural information and experimental validation required to make a more thorough model
description. Ideally the model should include every interaction between activation of the smart actuator
(applying a voltage, which is a controllable input) to fluid outflow (the desired quantity). For this the
following aspects should all be included or altered with respect to the current approach:

• Switch to a full 3D load based simulation, incorporating the full geometry of the smart actuator
based pump design. This is important since the membrane displacement response depends on its
shape stiffness and the structural connection around its periphery. Without an accurate structural
model the force-displacement characteristic cannot be modelled accurately.

• Improve the actuator-membrane interface, this connection is again critical for the resultant shape.
If strut-like connections are used the point load on the membrane will affect the deformation.

• Include actuator stiffness, both when actuated and when at rest. When an actuator is displaced the
adjacent actuators are to some extent pulled along with this, the magnitude depends on actuator
stiffness.

• A suitable material model must be used, since the membrane is rubber-like it is probably best to
use a hyper-elastic material model and determine parameters experimentally.

Validation with experimental data is key in this process, both for resultant outflow and membrane
deformation. This step was not possible during this project since no experimental data was available.
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It was found that momentum plays a relevant role in the fluid outflow response, the accuracy of the
simplified flow model can be improved by adding this term. For the current 0D implementation this is not
easy since momentum depends quadratically on fluid velocity. With a continuously variably cross sectional
area the local fluid velocity, and with it momentum, are continuously changing. An alternative, more
advanced yet still simplified flow model can be made on a 1D discretised basis. For this the channel can
be segmented along its length and the flow in each segment assumed aligned with the channel length axis.
Each segment has a height and cross-section depending on the local membrane position. Conservation
equations for mass, velocity and pressure can be defined and solved for all elements. Momentum can be
included explicitly since the local fluid velocity is computed. For the flow resistance term a viscous drag
based model can be used with the addition of the correction factor introduced in [11].

With the current 0D method the ratio of flow resistances is not accurately predicted when the actuator
widths are non-identical. Though this would be addressed when switching to the 1D model implementation
it can be improved for the 0D case as well. A starting point could be to obtain a displacement – flow-
resistance curve from (steady state) Comsol flow simulations. Applying a constant pressure drop over
varying widths of wall displacement and mapping the resulting steady flowrate.
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A Appendix Comsol simulation

Comsol model
Description of the developed 2D planer sheet model. A detailed step-by-step guide is presented by
L.Verberne [5], some alterations are required in order to build the planar sheet model. The alterations
are listed below:

• A 2D model should be chosen instead of 2D axissymmetric.

• The entire wall is prescribed by a singe equation instead of using four.

– The function is labeled actuator and named disp1

– Input the following expression:
flc2hs(ts−ton/dt, 1)∗flc2hs((toff/dt−ts), 1)∗flc2hs(ys−y1/dy, 1)∗flc2hs((y1+wac)/dy−
ys, 1) + flc2hs(ts− (ton+ dh)/dt, 1) ∗ flc2hs((toff + dh)/dt− ts, 1) ∗ flc2hs(ys− y2/dy, 1) ∗
flc2hs((y2 +wac)/dy− ys, 1) + flc2hs(ts− (ton+ 2 ∗ dh)/dt, 1) ∗ flc2hs((toff + 2 ∗ dh)/dt−
ts, 1)∗flc2hs(ys−y3/dy, 1)∗flc2hs((y3 +wac)/dy−ys, 1) +flc2hs(ts− (ton+ 3∗dh)/dt, 1)∗
flc2hs((toff + 3 ∗ dh)/dt− ts, 1) ∗ flc2hs(ys− y4/dy, 1) ∗ flc2hs((y4 + wac)/dy − ys, 1)

– Give as arguments ts,ys

• The geometry consists of 2 rectangles, one for the fluid and one for the membrane. The width of the
fluid rectangle is given by r in and the length by height. The width of the membrane rectangle is
given by th.

• The expression for the in- and outflow in the 2D simulation is changed to intop1(1*v fluid) and
intop2(1*v fluid) respectively.

• Accumulated flow is not considered.

• The Dependent variable quantity for the conveyed volume is chosen to be m3/m and the Source
term quantity is m3/(s ·m).

• A single prescribed displacement boundary condition is added on the intersection of the two
rectangles. The displacement function in x-direction is the following: -disp*disp1(t/dt,y/dy)

• In the time dependant solver a fully coupled approach should be used. The nonlinear method in
the fully coupled solver should be switched to automatic (newton).

Input parameters
For the pilot simulation the following input parameters are used:

r in 0.01 [m] 0.01 m inner radius
th 0.001 [m] 0.001 m thickness wall
height 0.14 [m] 0.14 m height of tube
y1 0.02[m] 0.02 m z coordinate where contraction initiates
y2 0.05 [m] 0.05 m z coordinate second contraction
y3 0.08 [m] 0.08 m z coordinate third contraction
y4 0.11 [m] 0.11 m z coordinate fourth contraction
w ac 0.01 [m] 0.01 m width of actuator
t on 0.2 [s] 0.2 s time when contraction is initiated
t off 1 [s] 1 s time when contraction is disengaged
dh 0.4 [s] 0.4 s time difference between contractions
dt 0.2 [s] 0.2 s time to reach full contraction
Ttot 1 [s] 1 s total running time of simulation
dy 0.005[m] 0.005 m phase between contraction
tstep 0.03 [s] 0.03 s timestep in simulation
disp 0.8*r in 0.008 m radial contraction
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B Appendix simscape simulation

The complete simscape model can be seen below followed by detailed figures.

Figure B.1: Simscape simulation overview
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Figure B.2: detailed section

Figure B.3: determination of the actuation signal
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Figure B.4: detailed section

Figure B.5: Ideal position source
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Figure B.6: detailed section

Figure B.7: detailed section

Figure B.8: detailed section
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Figure B.9: detailed section

Figure B.10: included matlab function (fcn)
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